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Abstract
Increasingly, temporally-detailed graphs are of a size, variety, and update rate that
exceed the capability of current computing technologies. Such datasets can be called Big
Temporally-Detailed Graph (Big-TDG) Data. Examples include temporally-detailed
(TD) roadmaps which provide typical travel speeds experienced on every road segment
for thousands of departure-times in a typical week. Likewise, we have temporallydetailed (TD) social networks which contain a temporal trace of social interactions
among the individuals in the network over a time window. Big-TDG data has transformative potential. For instance, a 2011 McKinsey Global Institute report estimates
that location-aware data could save consumers hundreds of billions of dollars annually
by 2020 by helping vehicles avoid traffic congestion via next-generation routing services
such as eco-routing.
However, Big-TDG data presents big challenges for the current computer science
state of the art. First, Big-TDG data violates the cost function decomposability assumption of current conceptual models for representing and querying temporally-detailed
graphs. Second, the voluminous nature of Big-TDG data can violate the stationaryranking-of-candidate-solutions assumption of dynamic programming based techniques
such Dijsktra’s shortest path algorithm. This thesis proposes novel approaches to address these challenges.
To address the first challenge, this thesis proposes a novel conceptual model called,
“Lagrangian Xgraphs”, which models non-decomposability through a series of overlapping (in space and time) relations, each representing a single atomic unit which
retains the required semantics. An initial study shows that Lagrangian Xgraphs are
more convenient for representing diverse temporally-detailed graph datasets and comparing candidate travel itineraries. For the second challenge, this thesis proposes a novel
divide-and-conquer technique called “critical-time-point (CTP) based approach,” which
efficiently divides the given time-interval (over which over non-stationary ranking is observed) into disjoint sub-intervals over which dynamic programming based techniques
can be applied. Theoretical and experimental analysis show that CTP based approaches
outperform the current state of the art.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Increasing proliferation of technology and internet has given us an unprecedented opportunity to observe and collect data on network phenomena at a fine temporal scale.
Examples include, study of variation in traffic congestion and route preferences on urban transportation network made possible through GPS enabled mobile phones, in-car
navigation devices, location based services (e.g. Waze) and loop detectors major road
segments. Similarly, the study of evolving social roles of individuals in social networks
has been made possible due to the ever-increasing adoption of mobile and online social
networking platforms.
However, increasingly, the data collection platforms in the domains of transportation and social networks generate network datasets which are of a volume, variety and
update rate that exceed the capabilities of current graph data analytics. This thesis
refers to these datasets as Big Temporally-Detailed Graph (Big-TDG) Data. Examples of Big-TDG data include temporally-detailed (TD) roadmaps which provide typical
travel speeds experienced on every road segment for thousands of departure-times in
a typical week. Likewise, by assembling time-stamped social events from several types
of social interactions such as emails, phone calls, post-comment interactions and colocation pairs, we can construct temporally-detailed (TD) social network which would
contain a temporal trace of social interactions among the individuals in the network
over a time window. TD social networks can help in answering time-aware questions
(e.g., “How did the betweenness centrality of an individual vary over the past year?”)
on the underlying social systems.
1

2
Big Temporally-Detailed Graph Data has transformative potential. For instance, in
the domain of transportation networks, a recent McKinsey Global Institute report [4]
estimates that personal location data could save consumers hundreds of billions of dollars
annually by 2020 by helping vehicles avoid traffic congestion via next-generation routing
services such as eco-routing [5, 6]. Where todays route finding services are based on
shortest historical average travel time or distance, eco-routing may leverage various
forms of Big-TDG Data to allow commuters to compare alternative routes by typical
travel-speed, fuel consumption or greenhouse gas emissions for a precise departuretime(s) of interest. Preliminary evidence of this value proposition is the experience
of UPS, which saved three million gallons of fuel annually [7] by using routes that
avoided left turns (see Figure 1.1(a)). Such savings can be multiplied many times over
when eco-routing services become available for consumers and other fleet owners (e.g.,
public transportation). It may also significantly reduce US consumption of petroleum,
the dominant source of energy for transportation (see Figure 1.1(b)). But, a number
hurdles must be overcome before we can exploit Big-TDG data.

91 %

(a) UPS avoids left-turns to
save fuel [7].

(b) Petroleum is dominant energy source for US Transportation (2014 data) [8].

Figure 1.1: Eco-routing supports sustainability (Best in color).

1.1

Challenges of Big-TDG Data

Big-TDG Data presents two main challenges: First, Big-TDG Data captures several
properties of n-ary relations which cannot be completely decomposed into properties of
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binary relations without losing their semantic meaning. Thus, it violates the assumptions of current conceptual models for representing and querying temporally-detailed
graphs, which assume that properties recorded in the data are completely decomposable.
Secondly, the voluminous nature of Big-TDG Data can violate the stationary-rankingof-candidate-solutions assumption of dynamic programming (DP) based techniques. In
other words, both TD roadmaps and TD social networks show a non-stationary ranking
of alternate candidate paths across time points. This makes it non-trivial to generalize the current single-time-point only DP literature on shortest paths and betweenness
centrality for computing optimal solutions across time-points while retaining both correctness and computational efficiency.
Current Literature

Conceptual

Time aggregated
graphs [9--14] and Time
expanded graphs [13, 15]
Frame of reference:
Eulerian

New Contributions
Lagrangian Xgraphs
Frame of reference:
Lagrangian

Chapter in
Thesis
Chapter 2 and
Section 3.1 in
Chapter 3

Logical

Physical

Algorithms for single
start time Shortest
path [15--28] on a TD
roadmap
Algorithms for a
single time-point
betweenness centrality
[13, 14, 29, 30]) on a TD
social network

Algorithms for all
start-time shortest
paths on a TD roadmap

Chapter 3 and
Chapter 4

Betweenness centrality
over a time-interval in
a TD social network

Chapter 5

Table 1.1: Current literature and novelty of this thesis.

1.2

Limitations of current related work

Table 1.1 summaries the current literature in the area of temporal-detailed graph data
analytics. This literature can be divided into contributions at the Conceptual, Logical
and Physical levels of a data analytics system (rows in Table 1.1). At the conceptual
level, the goal is to design a representative model of the data which balances the tradeoffs between expressive power and support for computationally scalable algorithms. An
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expressive model is able to capture a number of concepts in the data. For instance,
the current approaches in this area (second row in Table 1.1), Time aggregated graphs
(TAG) [9–14] and Time expanded graphs (TEG) [13,15], are able to model the concepts
of connectivity and temporal variance of edge costs (e.g., variation in travel-time on a
road segment across rush and non-rush hours). Connectivity is modeled using binary
edges which connect two nodes which were considered as immediate neighbors. Each
edge is associated with a list of attributes (e.g, travel-time and distance in the case of
roadmaps and social interactions in the case of social networks). Temporal variation in
these attributes is modeled either by a time series of values or a systematic replication
of node connectivity information across multiple time points (more details in Section
3.1 of Chapter 3 and Section 5.1 of Chapter 5). Amongst TAG and TEG, TAG has
been shown to be more conducive for computationally scalable algorithms [16] due to
its brevity. However, both TAG and TEG are limited for Big-TDG data as they assume
complete decomposability of properties of n-ary relations (e.g., delay observed across a
series of coordinated traffic signals). More details are presented in Chapter 2.
At the physical level of data analytics, the goal is to design query algorithms and
storage models for temporally-detailed graph data. The current literature on storage
models includes temporally-detailed graph partitioning techniques such as [31]. Likewise, the literature on query algorithms for temporally-detailed graphs includes flow,
minimum spanning tree and shortest path algorithms [32]. My thesis focuses only on
shortest path algorithms. Research to date in this area [15–28] has mostly considered
only single start-times. However, Big-TDG allows us to compute a shortest path (and
centrality metrics) for thousands of time points in a given time interval. A naive approach to harness this potential could use algorithms developed for single start-times to
repeatedly compute the shortest path (and centrality metrics such as betweenness and
closeness) for each desired time point. However, such an approach would incur redundant re-computation across time points sharing a common solution, thereby limiting its
scalability for analysis on long time intervals (more details in Chapter 3, 4 and 5). Note
that due to non-stationary ranking of candidates in a TD roadmap (or in a TD social
network), we cannot use just one instance of a Dynamic Programming (DP) based technique to compute optimal solutions across all time points. Thus to enure correctness,
the naive approach resorts to a repeated instantiation of a DP based technique [15–28].

5

1.3

Summary of Contributions

To address the first challenge, this thesis proposes a novel representation model called
Lagrangian Xgraphs [33] (Chapter 2). Lagrangian Xgraphs addresses the non-decomposability
challenge by modeling the non-decomposable properties of n-ary relations in Big-TDG
Data as a series of overlapping (in space and time) relations, each representing a single atomic unit which retains the required semantics. To address the second challenge, this thesis proposes a novel divide-and-conquer strategy called critical-time-point
(CTP) based approaches [34, 35]. A CTP based approach addresses the challenge of
non-stationary-ranking-of-candidates by dividing the given time-interval over which one
desires to compute the shortest path (or betweenness centrality) into a set of disjoint
sub-intervals over which ranking is stationary (while ensuring both correctness and
computational efficiency). One can now use a single instance of DP based technique
to compute the shortest path (or betweenness centrality) inside this sub-interval (more
details in Chapter 3, 4 and 5).

1.4

Thesis Organization

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the proposed conceptual model of Lagrangian Xgraphs which addresses the challenge of non-decomposable
nature of certain properties of n-ary relations captured in Big-TDG data. Chapter 3 proposes the concept of critical-time-points to address the non-stationary ranking challenge
in TD roadmaps and develops a forward-only search algorithm based on this concept
for the all start-time shortest path problem. Chapter 4 proposes a bi-directional search
algorithm for a critical-time-point based solution to the all start-time shortest path
problem. In Chapter 5, the notion of critical-time-points (referred to as epoch points in
this chapter) is used to develop an algorithm to compute betweenness centrality in TD
social networks. Finally, in Chapter 6, a summary of the results is presented followed
by a brief discussion on potential future research directions.

Chapter 2

Lagrangian Xgraphs
Increasingly a variety of spatial-temporal datasets representing diverse properties of a
transportation network over space and time (STN datasets) are becoming available.
Examples include temporally detailed (TD) roadmaps [5] that provide travel-time for
every road-segment at 5 minute granularity, traffic signal timings and coordination
[36], map-matched GPS tracks annotated with engine measurement data (e.g., fuel
consumption) [5, 28], etc. Given a collection of such STN datasets and a set of use-case
queries, the aim is to build a unified logical data-model across these datasets which
can express a variety of travel related concepts explicitly while supporting efficient
algorithms for given use-cases. The objective here is to explore the trade-off between
expressiveness and computational efficiency. Such a unified logical data-model would
enable richer results by allowing query algorithms to access and compare information
from multiple datasets simultaneously.
Value of STN datasets: Collectively, STN datasets capture a wide assortment
of travel-related information, e.g., historic traffic congestion patterns, “fuel efficiency
index” of different road segments, emerging commuter driving preferences, etc. Such
information is not only important for routing related use-cases, e.g., comparison of
alternative itineraries and navigation, but also valuable for several urban planning usecases such as traffic management and analysis of transportation network. According to
a 2011 McKinsey Global Institute report, annual savings of about $600 billion could be
achieved by 2020 in terms of fuel and time saved [4] by helping vehicles avoid congestion
and reduce idling at red lights or left turns. Preliminary evidence on the potential of STN
6
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Figure 2.1: Coordinated traffic signals [1] (best is color).
datasets include the experience of UPS which saves millions of gallons of fuel by simply
avoiding left turns and associated engine-idling when selecting routes [7]. Similarly,
other pilot studies with TD roadmaps [27] and congestion information derived from GPS
traces [28] showed that indeed, travelers can save up to 30% in travel time compared
with approaches that assume a static network. Thus, it is conceivable that immense
savings in fuel-cost and green-house gas emissions are possible if other consumers avoided
hot spots of idling, low fuel-efficiency, and congestion, potentially leading towards ‘ecorouting’ [5].
Challenges: Modeling a collection of STN datasets is challenging due to the conflicting requirements of expressive power and computational efficiency. In addition, the
growing diversity of STN datasets requires modeling a variety of concepts accurately.
For instance, it should be convenient to express all the properties of a n-ary relation
in the model. A route with a sequence of coordinated traffic signals is a sample n-ary
relation. Properties measured over n-ary relations cannot always be decomposed into
properties over binary relations. Consider the following scenario of signal coordination
on a portion of Hiawatha Ave in Minneapolis (shown in Figure 2.1). Here, the traffic
signals SG1, SG2 and SG3 control the incoming traffic from segments S-B, B-C, and
C-E (and going towards D) respectively. Now, the red-light durations and phase gap
among traffic signals SG1, SG2 and SG3 are set such that a typical traveler starting
at S and going towards D (within certain speed-limits) would typically wait only at
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SG1, before being smoothly transferred through intersections C and E with no waiting
at SG2 or SG3. In other words, in this journey initial waiting at SG1 renders SG2
and SG3 wait free. If the effects of immediate spatial neighborhood are referred to
as local-interactions, e.g. waiting at SG1 delaying entry into segment B-C, then we
this would be referred to as a non-local interaction as SG1 is not in immediate spatial
neighborhood of C-E (controlled by SG2) and E-D (controlled by SG3).
Travel-time measured on a typical journey with non-local interactions (e.g. a journey
from S to D in Figure 2.1) cannot be decomposed to get typical experiences on individual
segments. Consider again the above sample journey from S to D in Figure 2.1. Here,
the total travel-time measured on a typical journey from S to D would not include any
waiting at intersections C (signal SG2) and E (signal SG2). This is, however, not true
as a traveler starting intersection C (or E) would typically wait for some time SG2 (or
SG3). We refer to this kind of behavior, where properties (e.g. travel-time) measured
over larger instances (e.g. a route) loose their semantic meaning on decomposition, as
holism. For our previous example, we say that the total travel-time measured over the
route S-B-C-E-D was behaving like a holistic property.
Limitations of Related work: Current approaches for modeling STN datasets
such as time aggregated graphs [37], time expanded graphs [15], and [10, 11] are most
convenient when the property being represented can be completely decomposed into
properties of binary relations. In other words, they are not suitable for representing the
previously described holistic properties of n-ary relations. Consider again our previous
signal coordination scenario. The related work would represent this using following two
data structures: one containing travel-time on individual segments (binary relations)
S-B, B-C, C-E, and E-D; the second containing the delays and the traffic controlled by
signals SG1, SG2, and SG3 (also binary). However, this is not convenient as non-local
interactions affecting travel-times on some journeys (e.g. S-B-C-E-D) are not expressed
explicitly. Note that this representation would have been good enough if SG1, SG2 and
SG3 were not coordinated.
Our approach: In contrast, our approach can support n-ary relations better by
modeling non-local interactions on journeys more explicitly. Figure 2.2(b) illustrates the
spirit of our logical data-model for the previous signal coordination scenario. The first
entry in the figure corresponds to travel-time experienced on a journey containing road
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Figure 2.2: Related work and our approach for holistic travel-time shown in Figure 2.1.
segment S-B (3 mins) and delay at SG1 (max delay 90 secs). This would be between 3
mins and 4 mins 30 secs (no non-local interactions in this case). Next we would store
travel-time experienced on the journey containing road segment S-B (3mins) , delay
at SG1 (max delay 90secs), segment B-C (8mins) and delay at SG2 (max 90secs) as
between 11 mins and 12 mins 30 secs. Notice that we did not consider the delay caused
by SG2 due to non-local interaction from SG1. This process continues until all the
possible non-local interactions are covered.
Contributions: This chapter makes the following contributions: (1) Elucidate valuable
routing-related concepts, e.g. reference frame and type of properties, captured in STN
datasets, (2) Propose a logical data-model called Lagrangian Xgraphs for these concepts,
(3) Propose an abstract data type for Lagrangian Xgraphs, and (4) Illustrate Lagrangian
Xgraphs through a sample scenario.
Scope and Outline: The scope of the chapter is limited to routing-related use-cases
(e.g. comparison of travel itineraries and navigation) only. The rest of the chapter is
organized as follows: Section 2.1 describes the STN datasets considered in this chapter.
Section 2.2.1 presents the routing-related concepts captured in these datasets. Our
proposed logical data-model, Lagrangian Xgraph model, and its abstract data types are
described in Section 2.2.2. Lagrangian Xgraphs are illustrated in Section 2.2.3. Finally,
Section 2.3 concludes this chapter.

2.1

Description of STN Datasets

Consider the sample transportation network shown in Figure 2.3 (on the left). Here, the
arrows represent road segments and labels (in circles) represent an intersection between
two road segments. Location of traffic signals are also annotated in the figure. On
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Figure 2.3: Sample TD roadmap and traffic signal data.
this network, we consider three types of STN datasets: (a) temporally detailed (TD)
roadmaps [5], (b) traffic signal data [36], and (c) annotated GPS traces [5, 28]. These
datasets record either historical or evolving aspects of certain travel related phenomena
on our transportation network. TD roadmaps store historical travel-time on road segments for several departure-times in typical week [5]. For simplicity, TD roadmap data
is illustrated in Figure 2.3 by highlighting the morning (7:00am – 11:00am) travel-time
only on segments A-F, F-D and S-A. The travel-times of other road segments in the
figure are assumed to remain constant. The figure also shows the traffic signal delays
during the 7:00am – 11:00am period. Additionally, traffic signals SG1, SG2 and SG3
are coordinated for a journey from S to D.
Another type of STN dataset considered in this paper are the map-matched and preprocessed [38] GPS traces. These are typically also annotated with data from engine
computers to get richer datasets illustrating fuel economy of the route. We refer to them
as annotated GPS traces. Each trace in this dataset is represented as a sequence of roadsegments traversed in the journey along with its corresponding schedule denoting the
exact time when the traversal of a particular segment began. GPS traces can potentially
capture the evolving aspect of our system. For instance, if segment E-D (Figure 2.3) is
congested due to an event (a non-equilibrium phenomenon), then travel-time denoted
by TD roadmaps may no longer be accurate. In such a case, a traveler may prefer to
follow another route (say C-F-D) which other commuters may be taking to reach D.
Figure 2.4 provides a conceptual model of the transportation network using pictogram enhanced ER diagram [39, 40]. Our model primarily contains streets, road
segments and traffic signals as entity types. Additionally, we have turns, traffic signal
coordination and GPS traces as weak entity types. One may observe that the attributes
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Figure 2.4: Conceptual model of a transportation network with spatial pictograms.
of these weak entity types form our previously described STN datasets. More detailed
conceptual models for transportation networks (containing many more entity types and
relations) have been proposed in the literature [41]. We have simplified our model in
order to focus on the previously mentioned weak entity types.
Usually entities like road segments, traffic signals and streets are modeled using
basic shapes like lines, points and line-strings (see spatial pictograms in Figure 2.4).
These basic shapes are then queried using a logical data implemented through Open
Geodata Interchange Standard (OGIS) operators. However, this approach is not suitable
for use-cases that involve comparing candidate routes or itineraries (e.g. fastest path
queries). As a solution, spatial [10, 11] and spatial-temporal [37] network models were
developed which implement these concepts through graphs where each edge contains
only two entities (a binary relation). However, as described earlier, this approach is not
suitable for modeling holistic properties of n-ary relations, although they can represent
decomposable properties of n-ary relations. To this end, we propose a novel logical
data-model called Lagrangian Xgraphs which is capable of modeling both holistic and
decomposable properties.
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2.2
2.2.1

Lagrangian Xgraphs
Desired routing-related concepts to be modeled

STN datasets capture routing-related concepts along two dimensions: (i) frame of reference, (ii) nature of property recorded (see Figure 2.5).
Frame of Reference: For the first dimension, datasets are assembled with either Eulerian or Lagrangian reference frame shown upfront. In Eulerian reference frame, the
phenomenon is observed through fixed locations in the system [42]. For a transportation
network, this view corresponds to a stationary observer sitting on a side of a freeway
(loop detectors or traffic observatory). By contrast, Lagrangian frame of reference corresponds to the perspective of an traveler driving along a particular route [42]. Data
collected through annotated GPS traces is Lagrangian in nature. Both Eulerian and
Lagrangian reference frames can be thought of as means to represent a set of unique
space-time coordinates in the transportation network. Generally, we can consider all
records in STN datasets as certain attributes associated with these space-time coordinates. For example, a data record containing the measurement 5 mins as travel-time on
the road S-A at 9:00am on a Monday (TD roadmaps) of a typical week has the physical
location of S-A for space and 9:00am-Monday for time coordinate respectively. Traveltime in TD-roadmaps shows Eulerian frame upfront, whereas in a annotated GPS trace
it shows Lagrangian frame upfront.

Holistic

Nature of
Property
Decomposable

Travel-time in
coordinated
traffic signals

Travel-time and
Fuel
consumption
from GPS trace

Distance,
travel-time
derived from
maps and loop
detectors

Distance,
derived from
GPS trace

Eulerian

Lagrangian

Frame of Reference

Figure 2.5: Taxonomy of concepts.
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Nature of Property: Under Eulerian or Lagrangian frame of reference, the property being recorded can be either decomposable or holistic. A decomposable property when
re-constructed for a larger instance (e.g. route) by joining values for smaller instances
(at appropriate space-time coordinates) retains its correctness. Distance measured from
a GPS trace (Lagrangian frame) or as measured through maps (Eulerian frame) is a
decomposable property. Other examples include, travel-time obtained from loop detectors, signal delays (red light duration) at individual traffic signals as set by traffic
managers.
Decomposable properties can be further classified as deterministic or non-deterministic.
Properties which can be expressed clearly from a start-point are termed as deterministic. Travel-time as captured in TD roadmaps is deterministic as given a departure-time
(in a typical week), TD roadamps will provide a unique travel-time for a road-segment.
In contrast, traffic signal delays are non-deterministic unless the absolute start-time of
their cycles is known. In other words, given a departure-time on a route, we cannot
determine (at least in current datasets) the precise delay to be experienced at a signal.
On the other hand, holistic properties are properties when measured over a large instance cannot be broken down into corresponding values for smaller instances through
space-time decomposition. This is due to presence of non-local interactions. Apart
from our earlier example with coordinated traffic signals, travel-time (and fuel consumption) experienced by a commuter on a road-segment, as derived from his/her annotated
GPS trace, is holistic in nature. Here, the travel-time experienced would depend on
his/her initial velocity gained before (a non-local interaction) entering the particular
road-segment under consideration. Travel-time of the commuter is deterministic as we
can exactly measure its value from start of journey. By contrary, travel-time through a
series of coordinated traffic signals is non-deterministic.
It is important to note that ‘data-collection’ reference frame may be different from
‘querying’ reference frame. For instance, travel-time recorded in TD roadmaps shows
Eulerian frame upfront. Whereas, routing queries on the same TD roadmaps (and
other STN datasets) would be more meaningful through Lagrangian frame of reference
[34]. The interoperability of Eulerian and Lagrangian frame of reference allows for the
‘querying’ and ‘data-collection’ reference frames to be different. In other words, data
recorded in one frame can be easily queried from (or converted to) another reference
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frame [42].

2.2.2

Proposed Logical Model

Given a collection of STN datasets measured over a time horizon H, we formally define
a Lagrangian Xgraph (LaX ) as an ordered set of Xnodes (X v), Xedges (X e) and a time
horizon parameter H, i.e., LaX = (X v, X e, H).
Xnodes: For any network system under consideration, Xnodes X vi ∈ X v represent the
underlying entities at specific space-time coordinates.
Xedges: are used to express a ‘as-traveled’ or ‘typical-experience-in-travel’ relationship among a set of Xnodes. More formally, X ei = {X vs , X v1 , . . . , X vk , X vd1 , X vd2 ,
. . . , X vdj }. Here, the first Xnode (X vs ) and the last set of Xnodes (X vd[1...j] ) correspond to the instance of the first and the last entities participating in the relation and
are marked separately for ease.
Xedge for property Pt
with first and last Xnodes
from entites
R1 and R2
R1 and R2 are
immediate neighbors
NO

YES
Pt is deterministic
YES
ShootXedge

NO
FlowerXedge

Pt is deterministic
YES
StemXedge

NO
BushXedge

Figure 2.6: Taxonomy of Xedges.
Taxonomy of Xedges: Xedges as defined above are further categorized according to: (a)
spatial relationship between the first (X vs ) and last set of Xnodes (X vd[1 j] ) and (b)
property being modeled is deterministic or non-deterministic. Figure 2.6 shows the
proposed classification. Primarily, we classify an Xedge as: (i) shoot-Xedge, (ii) flowerXedge, (iii) stem-Xedge or, (iv) bush-Xedge. The first and last Xnodes in both shootXedges and flower-Xedges belong to entities which are spatially immediate neighbors.
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Thus, they would be used for modeling decomposable properties. In a shoot-Xedge,
each entity is present for a single time and thus, can model deterministic properties.
Flower-Xedges allow one entity to be represented for multiple time coordinates and thus,
can be used to model non-deterministic properties (e.g. individual signal delays).
By contrast, both stem-Xedges and bush-Xedges allow the first and last Xnode(s)
to be separated physically. This physical separation allows both stem and bush-Xedges
to represent holistic properties. Bush-Xedges are useful for non-deterministic properties
since they allow one entity to be represented at multiple time coordinates. Stem-Xedges
are employed for deterministic properties since each entity is present only for one time
coordinate.
Abstract Data Type: Access operators for Lagrangian Xgraphs define the basic logical units of work during information retrieval for queries. Table 2.1 shows an illustrative
set of access operators for Xnodes and Xedges. In the table we use (s,t) to denote the
Xnode representing an entity at a particular space-time coordinates.
Access operators for Xnodes retrieve information on Xedges which are incident on
a particular Xnode. For example, the operation Xnode.decom successors (Xnode(s,t),
property) retrieves all the Xedges whose first Xnode is Xnode(s,t) and represent a
decomposable property. Similarly, get holistc successors(Xnode(s,t), property) returns
Xedges representing a given holistic property from Xnode(s,t).
Access operators for Xedges require the following parameters for retrieval: (1) the
first Xnode (Xnode(s1,t) in Table 2.1); (2) the last Xnode; (3) the property. Here,
the time coordinate of the last Xnode (Xnode(s2) in Table 2.1) may not always be
precisely defined before hand. Based on the information retrieved, we would know the
time coordinate of last Xnode(s2). Lastly, we also have an operator Xroute which can
successively join Xedges to create a route as would be experienced by a person traveling
on that route.
Table 2.1: Access operators for Lagrangian Xgraph.
Category Decomposable
Xnode.decom successors
Xnode
(Xnode(s,t), property)
Xedge.get decom
Xedge
(Xnode(s1,t),Xnode(s2),property)
Xroute

Holistic
Xnode.holistc successors
(Xnode(s,t), property)
Xedge.get telecon
(Xnode(s1,t),Xnode(s2),property)

Xroute.glue(an Xedge)
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30sec temporal granularity. Some departure-times are omitted to retain clarity.
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Figure 2.7: First and last Xnodes for journey through a series of coordinated signals.

2.2.3

Sample Lagrangian Xgraph

We now describe an instance of Lagrangian Xgraphs modeling STN datasets for routing
applications. Here, Xnodes represent the road segments at multiple departure-times
and Xedges express the experience of a traveler among a sequence of Xnodes. Here,
each Xnode is associated with information such as: (a) start and end point of the roadsegment, (b) departure-time, (c) typical travel-time on segment for the departure-time
(from TD roadmaps), (d) lower bound on travel-time, and other information depending
on application requirements. Due to space limitation we only illustrate Xedges for
travel-time experienced in a sequence of coordinated traffic signals.
Coordinated traffic signals: Consider again our previous example of coordinated signals
SG1, SG2 and SG3 in Figure 2.3. Here, we will represent typical experiences of journeys
through these signals starting from S at 7:00:00am. Given that signal delays are nondeterministic and travel-time experienced in a sequence of coordinated traffic signals is
holistic, we would use bush-Xedges. Figure 2.7 illustrates bush-Xedges for some journeys
at 30secs temporal granularity. We have bush-Xedges for following journeys: (a) start
at S and travel to the beginning of segment B-C (after SG1), (b) start at S and travel
to the beginning of segment C-E (after SG2), (c) start at S and travel to the beginning
of segment E-D (after SG3).
For case (a), the bush-Xedge would include (SB0) and (BC6, BC7, BC8 and, BC9)
as Xnodes for the first (X vs ) and last Xnodes (X vd[1 j] ). Intuitively, this Xedge means
that a typical journey starting from S at 7:00am along S-B (SB0 in the Figure) can start
traversing road segment B-C at times 7:03:00 (no wait at SG1, BC6 in Figure), 7:03:30
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(30secs wait at SG1, BC7 in the Figure), 7:04:00 or 7:04:30 (90secs wait at SG1, BC9 in
the Figure). Similarly, in case (b), we would have SB0 and (CE22, CE23, CE24, CE25)
as the first and last Xnodes. Internally, this would include the Xnodes (BC6, BC7, BC8
and, BC9) (not shown in Figure to maintain clarity). Other bush-Xedges can be defined
in a analogous way. Similarly, there would be other bush-Xedges representing journeys
starting at beginning of B-C (after SG1).
Discussion: Other related work for modeling STN data includes literature on conceptual models for spatio-temporal data [43], moving objects [44, 45] and hypergraphs
[46, 47]. Studies focusing on conceptual models alone [43] do not model routing-related
concepts such as Lagrangian reference frame. Though, studies done on moving objects represent the Lagrangian history of an object. They are not suitable for modeling
TD roadmaps and traffic signal data. Furthermore, Lagrangian Xgraphs differ from
both general hypergraphs [47], which represent subsets of nodes without any reference
frame and directed hypergraphs [46] which directly connect a set of sources to a set of
destinations.

2.3

Conclusion

Modeling STN datasets is important for societal applications such as routing and navigation. It is however challenging to do so due to holistic properties increasingly being
captured in these datasets. The proposed Lagrangian Xgraphs addresses this challenge
at logical level by expressing the non-local interactions causing these holistic properties more explicitly. Initial study shows that the proposed Lagrangian Xgraphs can
express the desired routing-related concepts in a manner which is amenable to routing
frameworks.

Chapter 3

All-start-time Lagrangian
Shortest Path Problem
Given a spatio-temporal (ST) network, a source, a destination, and a start-time interval, the All-start-time Lagrangian shortest paths problem (ALSP) determines a path
set which includes the shortest path for every start time in the interval. The ALSP
determines both the shortest paths and the corresponding set of time instants when the
paths are optimal. For example, consider the problem of determining the shortest path
between the University of Minnesota and the MSP international airport over an interval
of 7:00AM through 12:00 noon. Figure 3.1(a) shows two different routes between the
University and the Airport. The 35W route is preferred outside rush-hours, whereas
the route via Hiawatha Avenue is preferred during rush-hours (i.e., 7:00AM - 9:00AM)
(see Figure 3.1(b)). Thus, the output of the ALSP problem may be a set of two routes
(one over 35W and one over Hiawatha Avenue) and their corresponding time intervals.
Application Domain: Determining shortest paths is a key task in many societal applications related to air travel, road travel, and other spatio-temporal networks [48].
Ideally, path finding approaches need to account for the time dependent nature of the
spatial networks. Recent studies [27, 28] show that indeed, such approaches yield shortest path results that save upto 30% in travel time compared with approaches that
assume static network. These savings can potentially play a crucial role in reducing
delivery/commute time, fuel consumption, and greenhouse emissions.
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(a) Different routes between University and Airport.

(b) Optimal times.

Figure 3.1: Problem illustration.
Another application of spatio-temporal networks is in the air travel. Maintaining the
shortest paths across destinations is important for providing good service to passengers.
The airlines typically maintain route characteristics such as average delay, flight time
etc, for each route. This information creates a spatio-temporal network, allowing for
queries like shortest paths for all start times etc. Figure 3.2(a) shows the Delta Airlines
flight schedule between Minneapolis and Austin (Texas) for different start times [49]. It
shows that total flight time varies with the start time of day.
Challenges: ALSP is a challenging problem for two reasons. First, the ranking of
alternate paths between any particular source and destination pair in the network is not
stationary. In other words, the optimal path between a source and destination for one
start time may not be optimal for other start times. Second, many links in the network
may violate the property of FIFO behavior. For example, in Figure 3.2(a), the travel
time at 8:30AM is 6 hrs 31mins whereas, waiting 30mins would give a quicker route with
9:10AM flight. This violation of first-in-first-out (FIFO) is called non-FIFO behavior.
Surface transportation networks such as road network also exhibit such behavior. For
example, UPS [7, 50] minimizes the number of left turns in their delivery routes during
heavy traffic conditions. This leads to faster delivery and fuel saving.
Related work and their limitations: The related work can be divided on the basis
of FIFO vs non-FIFO networks as shown in see Figure 3.2(b). In a FIFO network, the
flow arrives at the destination in the same order as it starts at the source. A* based
approaches, generalized for non-stationary FIFO behavior, were proposed in [21, 51] for
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(a) Minneapolis - Austin (TX) Flight schedule

(b) Related work

Figure 3.2: Application Domain and related work.
solving the shortest path problem in FIFO networks. However, transportation networks
are known to exhibit non-FIFO behavior (see Figure 3.2(a)). Examples of Non-FIFO
networks include multi-lane roads, car-pool lanes, airline networks etc. This paper
proposes a method which is suitable for both FIFO and non-FIFO networks.
Proposed approach: A naive approach for solving the non-FIFO ALSP problem
would involve determining the shortest path for each start time in the interval. This
leads to redundant re computation of the shortest path across consecutive start times
sharing a common solution. Some efficiencies can be gained using a time series generalization of a label-correcting algorithm [52]. This approach was previously used to find
best start time [16], and is generalized for ALSP in Section 3.5 under the name modifiedBEST. However, this approach still entails large number of redundant computations.
In this paper, we propose the use of critical time points to reduce this redundancy. For
instance, consider again the problem of determining the shortest path between University of Minnesota and MSP international airport over a time interval of 7:30am through
11:00am. Figure 3.1(b) shows the preferred paths at some time instants during this
time interval, and Figure 3.3 shows the travel-times for all the candidate paths during
this interval.
As can be seen, the Hiawatha route is faster for times in the interval [7:30am 9:30am)
1

, whereas 35W route is faster for times in the interval [9:30am 11:00am]. This shows

that the shortest path changed at 9:30am. We define this time instant as critical time
point. Critical time points can be determined by computing the earliest intersection
1

Note: an interval (a,b) does not include the end points a and b, [a,b] includes the endpoints a and
b, and [a,b) includes a but not b
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Figure 3.3: Total travel time of candidate paths.
points between the functions representing the total travel time of paths. For example,
the earliest intersection point of Hiawatha route was at 9:30am (with 35W route function). Therefore, it would be redundant to recompute shortest paths for all times in
interval (7:30am 9:30am) and (9:30am 11:00am] since the optimal path for times within
each interval did not change. This approach is particularly useful in case when there
are a fewer number of critical time points.
Contributions: This chapter proposes the concept of critical time points, which are
the time points at which the shortest path between a source-destination pair changes.
Using this idea, a novel algorithm, Critical-Time-point-based-ALSP-Solver (CTAS), is
proposed for solving the ALSP problem. The correctness and completeness of the CTAS
is presented. The CTAS algorithm is experimentally evaluated using real datasets.
Experiment results show that the critical time point based based approach is particularly
useful in cases when the number of critical times is small.
Scope and Outline of the Chapter: This paper models the travel time on any
particular edge as a discrete time series. Turn restrictions are not considered in the ST
network representation. The paper uses a Dijkstra-like framework. A*-like framework
are beyond the scope of the paper. Moreover, we focus on computing the critical time
points on the fly rather than precomputing them. The rest of the chapter is organized
as follows. A brief description of the basic concepts and a formal problem definition
is presented in Section 3.1. A description of the computational structure of the ALSP
problem is presented in Section 3.2. The proposed CTAs algorithm is presented in
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Section 3.3. Sectionctas-cor presents the correctness and completeness proof of the
CTAS algorithm. Experimental analysis of the proposed methods is presented in Section
3.5. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes this chapter.

3.1

Basic Concepts and Problem Definition

Spatio-temporal Networks: Spatio-temporal networks may be represented in a number of ways. For example, snapshot model, as depicted in Figure 3.4, views the spatiotemporal network as snapshots of the underlying spatio network at different times. Here,
each snapshot shows the edge properties at a particular time instant. For example, travel
times in all the edges ((A, B),(A, C),(B, D),(B, C)) at time t = 0 is represented in the
top left snapshot in Figure 3.4. For the sake of simplicity, this example assumes that
(B, C) and (C, B) have the same travel time. The same network can also be represented
as a time-aggregated graph (TAG) [37] as shown in Figure 3.5(a). Here, each edge is
associated with a time series which represents the total cost of the edge. For example,
edge (A, B) is associated with the time series [3 3 1 1 2 2 2 2]. This means that the
travel time of edge (A, B) at times t = 0, t = 1, and t = 2 is 3, 3 and 1 respectively.

Figure 3.4: Snapshot model of spatio-temporal network.
Both TAG and snapshot representations of our sample transportation network use
a Eulerian frame of reference for describing moving objects. In the Eulerian frame of
reference, traffic is observed as it travels past specific locations in the space over a period
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of time [42]. It is similar to sitting on the side of a highway and watching traffic pass a
fixed location.

(a) Time aggregated graph.

(b) Transformed TAG.

Figure 3.5: Time aggregated graph example.
Traffic movement can also described using a Lagrangian frame of reference, in which
the observer follows an individual moving object as it moves through space and time [42].
This can be visualized as sitting in a car and driving down a highway. The timeexpanded graph (TEG) described later corresponds to this view.
Both Eulerian and Lagrangian-based views represent the same information and one
view can be transformed into another view. The choice between the two depends on the
problem being studied. In our problem context, it is more logical to use a Lagrangian
frame of reference for finding the shortest paths because the cost of the candidate paths
should be computed from the perspective of the traveler. TAG can also be used to
view the network in Lagrangian frame of reference, however we use TEG for ease of
communication. We now define the concept of a Lagrangian path.
Lagrangian Path: A Lagrangian path Pi is a spatio-temporal path experienced by the
traveler between any two nodes in a network. A Lagrangian path may be viewed as a
pair of traditional path in a graph and a schedule specifying arrival time at each node.
During traversal of a Lagrangian path, the weight of any particular edge e = (x, y)
(where e ∈ Pi ) is considered at the time of arrival at node x. For instance, consider
the path <A,C,D> for start time t = 0. Here, we would start at node A at time t = 0.
Therefore, the cost of edge (A, C) would be considered at t = 0, which is 1 (see Figure
3.5(a)). Following this edge, we would reach node C at time t = 1. Now, edge (C, D)
would be considered at time t = 1 (because it takes 1 time unit to travel on edge (A, C)).
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Figure 3.6: Time expanded graph example.
Conceptually, a Lagrangian path can be visualized as an explicit path in a timeexpanded graph. Figure 3.6 depicts the ST network (shown in Figure 3.4) represented
as a time-expanded graph [15]. Here, each node is replicated across the time instants
and edges connect the nodes in a Lagrangian sense. This means that if the travel time
on an edge (A, C) is 1 time unit (at time t = 0), then there is an edge between node A (at
time t = 0) and node C (at time t = 1). Consider the previous example of Lagrangian
path <A,C,D>. This path can be represented as a simple path among nodes A, (at
time t = 0, which is A0 in Figure 3.6), C (at time t = 1, which is C1 in Figure 3.6),
and D (at time t = 4, which is D4 in Figure 3.6).
As discussed previously, in the case of non-FIFO networks, we may arrive at a
destination earlier by waiting at intermediate nodes. For example, in Figure 3.6 if we
start at node A at time t = 1 (node A1), we would reach node B at time t = 4 (node
B4). However, if we wait at node A for one time unit, then we can reach node B at
time t = 3 (node B3). For simplicity, Figure 3.6 does not show the wait edges across
temporal copies of a physical node e.g. A0-A1, A1-A2 etc.
Problem Definition: We define the ALSP problem by specifying input, output, objective function and constraints. Inputs include:
(a) Spatio-temporal network G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices, and E is the
set of edges;
(b) A source s and a destination d pair where {s, d} ∈ V ;
(c) A discrete time interval λ over which the shortest path between s and d is to be
determined;
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(d) Each edge e ∈ E has an associated cost function, denoted as δ. The cost of an edge
represents the time required to travel on that edge. The cost function of an edge is
represented as a time series.
Output: The output is a set of routes, Psd , from s to d where each route Pi ∈ Psd is
associated with a set of start time instants ωi , where ωi is a subset of λ.
Objective function: Each path in Psd is a shortest commuter-experienced travel time
path between s and d during its respective time instants.
We assume the following constraints: The length of the time horizon over which the ST
network is considered is finite. The weight function δ is a discrete time series.

Figure 3.7: Output of ALSP problem.
Example: Consider the sample spatio-temporal network shown in Figure 3.5(a). An
instance of the ALSP problem on this network with source A destination D and λ =
[0, 1, 2, 3], is shown in Figure 3.7. Here, path A-C-D is optimal for start times t = 0 and
t = 1, and path A-B-D is optimal for start times t = 2 and t = 3.

3.2

Computational structure of the ALSP problem

The first challenge on solving the ALSP problem involves capturing the inherent nonstationarity present in the ST network. Due to this non-stationarity, traditional algorithms developed for static graphs cannot be used to solve the ALSP problem because the optimal sub-structure property no longer holds in case of ST networks [16].
On the other hand, algorithms developed for computing shortest paths for a single
start time [3, 15, 16, 22, 53] are not practical because they would require redundant recomputation of shortest paths across the start times sharing a common solution.
This paper proposes a divide and conquer based approach to handle network nonstationarity. In this approach we divide the time interval over which the network exhibits
non-stationarity into smaller intervals which are guaranteed to show stationary behavior
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2

. These intervals are determined by computing the critical time points, that is, the

time points at which the cost functions representing the total cost of the path as a
function of time intersect. Now, within these intervals, the shortest path can be easily
computed using a single run of a dynamic programming (DP) based approach [16].
Recall our previous example of determining the shortest paths between the university
and the airport over an interval of [7:30am 11:00am]. Here, 9:30am was the critical time
point. This created two discrete sub-intervals [7:30 9:30) and [9:30 11:00]. Now, we can
compute the ALSP using two runs of a DP based algorithm [16] (one on [7:30 9:30) and
another on [9:30 11:00]).
Our second challenge for solving ALSP is capturing the non-FIFO behavior of the
network. We do this by converting the travel information associated with an edge into
earliest arrival time (at destination) information [22, 54]. This is a two step process.
First, the travel time information is converted into arrival time information. Second, the
arrival time information is converted into earliest arrival time information. The second
step captures the possibility of arriving at an end node earlier by waiting (non-FIFO
behavior). For example, in the ST network shown in Figure 3.5(a), the travel time series
of edge (A, B) is [3 3 1 1 2 2 2 2]. First, we convert it into arrival time series. This is done
by adding the time instant index to the cost. For example, if we leave node A at times
t = 0, 1, 2, 3 . . ., we would arrive at node B at times t = 3 + 0, 3 + 1, 1 + 2, 1 + 3, 2 + 4 . . ..
Therefore, the arrival time series of (A, B) is [3 4 3 4 6 7 8 9]. The second step involves
comparing each value of the arrival time series to the value to its right in the arrival
time series. A lower value to its right means we can arrive at the end node earlier by
waiting. Consider the arrival time series of (A, B) = [3 4 3 4 6 7 8 9]. Here, the arrival
time for t = 1 is 4 (which is less than the arrival time for t = 2). Therefore, the earliest
arrival time on edge (A, B) for time t = 1 is 3 (by waiting for 1 time unit at node
A). This process is repeated for each value in the time series. The earliest arrival time
series of edge (A, B) is [3 3 3 4 6 7 8 9]. The earliest arrival time series of the edges are
precomputed. Figure 3.5(b) shows the ST network from Figure 3.5(a) after the earliest
arrival time series transformation.
There are two ways to determine the stationary intervals, either by precomputing all
2

By stationarity, we mean that ranking of the alternate paths between a particular sourcedestination pair does not change within the interval i.e, there is a unique shortest path
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the critical time points, or by determining the critical time points at run time. The first
approach was explored in [55] for a different problem. Precomputing the critical time
points involves computing intersection points between cost functions of all the candidate
paths. Now, in a real transportation network there can be exponential number candidate
paths. Therefore, this paper follows the second approach of determining the critical time
points at run-time. In this approach only a small fraction of candidate paths and their
cost functions are actually considered while computation. Now, we define and describe
our method of determining the critical time points.

Figure 3.8: Illustrating Non-stationarity
Critical time point: A start time instant when the shortest path between a source and
destination may change.
Consider an instance of the ALSP problem on the ST network shown in Figure 3.8,
where the source is node A, the destination is C, and λ = [0 1 2 3 4]. Here, start time
t = 2 is a critical time point because the shortest path between node A and C changes
for start times greater that t = 2. Similarly, t = 2 is also a critical time point for the
network shown in Figure 3.5(a), where the source node is A and the destination node
is D (see Figure 3.7). Now, in order to determine these start time instants, we need
to model the total cost of the path. This paper proposes using a weight function to
capture the total cost of a path. This approach, which associates a weight function to a
path, yields a path-function which represents the earliest arrival time at the end node
of the path. A formal definition of the path-function is given below.
Path Function: A path function represents the earliest arrival time at the end node of
a path as a function of time. This is represented as a time series. A path function is determined by computing the earliest arrival times on its component edges in a Lagrangian
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fashion.
For example, consider the path <A,B,C> in Figure 3.8. This path contains two
edges, (A, B) and (B, C). The earliest arrival time (EAT) series of edge (A, B) is [3 4
5 6 7], while the EAT of edge (B, C) is [1 2 3 4 6 8 10 12]. Now, the path function of
<A,B,C> for start times [0, 4] is determined as follows. If we start at node A at t = 0,
the arrival time at node B is 3. Now, arrival time at node C through edge (B, C) is
considered for time t = 3 (Lagrangian fashion), which is 4. Thus, the value of the path
function of <A,B,C> for start time t = 0 is 4. The value of the path-function for all
the start times is computed in similar fashion. This would give the path function of
<A,B,C> as [4 6 8 10 12]. This means that if we start at node A at times t = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4
then we will arrive at end node C at times t = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12. Similarly, the path function
of path <A,C> is [5 6 7 8 9] (since it contains only one edge). By comparing the two
path-functions we can see that path <A,B,C> has an earlier arrival time (at destination)
for start times t = 0 and t = 1 (ties are broken arbitrarily). However, path <A,C>
is shorter for start time t ≥ 2. Thus, start time t = 2 becomes a critical time point.
In general, the critical time points are determined by computing the intersection point
(with respect to time coordinate) between path functions. In this case, the intersection
point between path functions <A,C> and <A,B,C> is at time t = 2. Computing this
point of intersection is the basis of the CTAS algorithm.

3.3

Critical Time-point based ALSP Solver (CTAS)

This section describes the critical time point based approach for the ALSP problem.
This approach reduces the need to re-compute the shortest paths for each start time by
determining the critical time points (start times) when the shortest path may change.
Although Lagrangian paths are best represented by a time-expanded graph (TEG),
these graphs are inefficient in terms of space requirements [16]. Therefore, this paper
uses TEG model only for visualizing the ST network. For defining and implementing
our algorithm we use TAG [16]. Recall that since the optimal substructure property is
not guaranteed in a ST network, the given time interval is partitioned into a set of disjoint sub-intervals, where the shortest path does not change. The Sub-interval Optimal
Lagrangian Path denotes this shortest path.
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Sub-interval optimal Lagrangian path:

is a Lagrangian path, Pi , and its corre-

sponding set of time instants ωi , where ωi ∈ λ. Pi is the shortest path between a source
and a destination for all the start time instants t ∈ ωi .
The Lagrangian path <A,C,D> shown in Figure 3.7 is an example of sub-interval Optimal Lagrangian Path and its corresponding set ω = 0, 1.

3.3.1

CTAS Algorithm

The algorithm starts by computing the shortest path for the first start time instant in
the set λ. Since the optimal substructure property is not guaranteed in a ST network,
the choice of the path to expand at each step made while computing the shortest path for
a particular start time may not be valid for later time instants. Therefore, the algorithm
stores all the critical time points observed while computing the shortest path for one
start time in a data structure called path-intersection table. As discussed previously,
the critical time point is determined by computing the time instants where the path
functions of the candidate paths intersect. The earliest of these critical time points
represents the first time instant when the current path no longer remains optimal. The
algorithm re-computes the shortest paths starting from this time instant. Since the
path functions represent the earliest arrival time (at end node of path) for a given start
time, the intersection points represent the start times (at the source) when there is a
change in relative ordering of the candidate paths.
The pseudocode for the CTAS algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The outer loop
of ALSP ensures that a shortest path is computed for each start time instant in the set
λ. The inner loop computes a single sub-interval optimal Lagrangian path. There may
be several sub-interval optimal Lagrangian paths for the set λ. First, a priority queue is
initialized with the source node. The inner loop determines the shortest path for start
times greater than the earliest critical time points stored in the path intersection table
(tmin s). For the first iteration, this would just be the first start time instant of our
set λ. In each iteration, the algorithm expands along the path which has the minimum
weight for time t = tmin . After a path is expanded the last node of the path is closed
for start time t = tmin . For example, if a path s − x − y is expanded for start time
t = tmin , then node y is closed for start time t = tmin . This means there cannot be any
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Algorithm 1 CTAS Algorithm
1: Determine the earliest arrival time series of each edge
2: Initialize the path intersection table with the first start time in λ
3: while a shortest path for each time t ∈ λ waits to be determined do
4:
Select the minimum time instants among all time instants at which a shortest path might
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

change and clear path intersection table
Initialize a priority queue with the path functions corresponding to the source node and
its neighbors
while destination node is not expanded do
Choose the path with the minimum weight to expand
Determine the intersection points among the path functions in the priority queue
Delete all the paths ending on that node from the priority queue
Save the time coordinate of the intersection point in the path intersection table
Determine the path functions resulting from expansion of the chosen path
Push the newly determined path functions into the priority queue
end while
end while

other shorter path from node s to node y for the start time t = tmin .
Before expanding a path, the algorithm computes the intersecting points among the
path functions available in the priority queue. The earliest intersection point (considering intersection points in the increasing order of their time coordinate) involving the
path with minimum weight is the time instant when the stationary ordering among the
candidate paths change. After that the path is expanded and path functions to all its
neighbors are computed and added to the priority queue. The inner loop terminates
when it tries to expand a source-destination path. In the next iteration of the outer
loop, the shortest path computation starts from the earliest of the optimal route change
times in path intersection table. Now, the path determined in the previous iteration is
closed for all the start times earlier than earliest of the critical time point (and greater
than tmin of previous iteration). In a worst case scenario, the value of the earliest critical time point could be the next time start time instant in the set λ (one more than
previous tmin ). In such a case, the inner loop would have determined the shortest path
only for a single start time instant. The algorithm terminates when the earliest of the
path-order change times is greater than the latest start time instant in the set λ.
Execution Trace: Figure 3.9 gives an execution trace of the CTAS algorithm on the
ST network shown in Figure 3.5(b). The first iteration of the outer loop starts with
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initializing the priority queue with the source node. The inner loop builds a shortest
path starting from the earliest critical time point. For the first iteration, this would be
time t = 0 (the first start time instant in λ). First, the source node is expanded for
time t = 0. Path functions for its immediate neighbors (path <A,B> and <A,C>) are
computed and added them to the priority queue. In this case, the path functions just
happen to be their edge weight functions.
In the first iteration of the inner loop, the algorithm chooses the path whose path
function has minimum weight at the start time instant chosen in step 4 of the algorithm.
This would be t = 0 for the first case. At this point the algorithm has two choices, path
function <A,C> and <A,B>(see Figure 3.9). The algorithm chooses <A,C> because
it has lowest cost for t = 0. This path is expanded and path functions for its neighbors,
<A,C,D> and <A,C,B>, are computed and added to the priority queue. Again the
choice of path <A,C> may not be valid in later times, therefore, the algorithm closes
the node C only for the start time t = 0. The algorithm stores the intersection point
between the path <A,B> and <A,C> (which is at t = 2) in the path intersection table.
The next iteration expands path <A,C,B>. There is no intersection between the
path functions of <A,C,D> and <A,C,B> (in our interval λ). Again, node B is closed
only for t = 0. At this point, all the paths which end in node B are deleted from the
priority queue. Now, the priority queue contains two paths, <A,C,D> and <A,C,B,D>.
This time the algorithm tries to expand along path <A,C,D> because it has least
cost. Again the intersection point between the path functions is computed. Here,
paths <A,C,D> and <A,C,B,D> do not intersect
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. This time a complete source to

destination path was expanded. This is the terminating condition of the inner loop.
This completes one iteration of the outer loop. Next iteration of the outer loop builds
the shortest path starting at the earliest of the critical time points stored in the previous
iteration. This happens to be t = 2 for our example. The next iteration of the inner
loop starts for start time t = 2. At this point the path intersection table is cleared. We
see that the algorithm did not compute the shortest path for start time t = 1. Figure
3.6 also showed that the shortest path did not change start time t = 1 (shortest paths
between node A and node D for start-times t = 0, 1, 2, 3 are shown in bold). The fact
that the next iteration of the CTAS algorithm starts with t = 2 shows that it saves
3

Note that here path <A,C,B,D> may also be expanded
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Figure 3.9: Execution trace of CTAS algorithm.
computation. The algorithm terminates when shortest paths of all time instants in the
set λ have been determined. Figure 3.7 shows the final result of the algorithm.

3.4

Correctness and Completeness CTAS algorithm

The CTAS algorithm divides a given departure-time interval into a set of disjoint subintervals. Within these intervals, the shortest path does not change. The correctness
of the CTAS algorithm requires the path returned for a particular sub-interval to be
optimal and the completeness of the algorithm guarantees that none of the critical time
points are missed. The correctness of the CTAS can be easily argued on the basis greedy
nature of the algorithm. Lemma 7 shows that the CTAS algorithm does not miss any
critical time point. Using Lemma 7, Theorem 4 proves the completeness of the CTAS
algorithm.
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Lemma 1. The CTAS algorithm recomputes the shortest path for all those departure
times ti ∈ λ, where the shortest path for previous departure time ti−1 can be different
from the shortest path for departure time ti .
Proof. Consider the sample network shown in Figure 5.13, where a shortest path has
to be determined between node s and d for discrete time interval λ = [1, 2 . . . T ]. First,
the source node is expanded for the time instant t = 1. As a result, path functions
for all the neighbors <s,2>, <s,1>, <s,xi > are added to the priority queue. With loss
of generality assume that path <s,1> is chosen in the next iteration of the inner loop.
Also assume that the earliest intersection point between path functions <s,xi > and
<s,1> is at t = α between <s,1> and <s,2>. Now, the queue contain paths <s,1,d>,
<s,2>, <s,xi >. Here we have two cases. First, path <s,1,d> has lower cost for start
time t = 1. Second, path <s,2> has lower cost for start time t = 1.

Figure 3.10: Network for Lemma 7
Considering the first case, without loss of generality assume that the earliest intersection point between the path functions <s,1,d> and <s,2> is at t = β. Note that
both t = α and t = β denote the departure times at the source node. Consider the
case when β ≤ α (Note that β cannot be greater than α as all the edges have positive weights). In such a case the shortest path is recomputed for starting time t = β
and the path <s,1,d> is closed for all start times 1 ≤ t < β. Assume for the sake
of contradiction, that there is a shortest path Px from source to destination that is
different from path <s,1,d> which is optimal for departure time tx ∈ [1, β). Assume
that Px =< s, x1 , x2 , x3 , . . . , d >. This means that path < s, x1 > had least for time
t = tx . However, by the nature of the algorithm, this path would have been expanded
instead of path < s, 1 > (a contradiction). Moreover, as all the travel times positive,
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if sub path <s,x1 > was not shorter than <s,1,d> for start times earlier than t = β.
Any positive weight addition to the path function (through other edges) cannot make
Px shorter than <s,1,d>. Consider the second case when <s,2> had lower cost for start
time t = 1. Now, path <s,2> would be expanded and path function <s,2,d> would
be added to priority queue. Again, assume that path functions <s,1,d> and <s,2,d>
intersect at time t = β. A similar argument can be given for this case as well.
Corollary 1. (Corollary to Lemma 7) Given a instance of forward search which started
from node S at time td and terminated when node D was closed. Now, if the earliest
forecasted forward critical time point was tmin
ctp , then shortest path determined between
S and D is optimal from all departure-times td through tmin
ctp − 1.
Theorem 1. CTAS algorithm is complete.
Proof. There may be several sub-interval optimal Lagrangian paths Pi over set λ. Each
S
Pi is associated with a set of time instants ωi , where ∀i∈|Psd | ωi = λ. The completeness

proof of the CTAS algorithm is presented in two parts. First, using Lemma 7 we can
conclude that the CTAS algorithm does not miss any departure time instant when the
shortest path changes. Secondly, the outer loop iterates until the algorithm determines
a shortest path for all the time instants in set λ. This happens when the earliest of the
forecasted CTPs tmin falls outside λ. This proves the completeness of the algorithm.

3.5

Experimental evaluation

Experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of CTAS algorithm as different parameters were varied. The experiments were carried on a real dataset containing
the highway road network of Hennepin county, Minnesota, provided by NAVTEQ [56].
The dataset contained 1417 nodes and 3754 edges. The data set also contained travel
times for each edge at time quanta of 15mins. Figure 3.2 shows the speed profiles for
a particular highway segment in the dataset over a period of 30days. As can be seen,
the speed varies with the time of day. For experimental purposes, the travel times were
converted into time quanta of 1mins. This was done by replicating the data inside time
interval. The experiments were conducted on an Intel Quad core Linux workstation
with 2.83Ghz CPU and 4GB RAM. The performance of CTAS algorithm was compared
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against a modified version of the existing BEST start time algorithm proposed in [16].
Modified-BEST (MBEST) algorithm: The MBEST algorithm consists of two main
parts. First, the shortest path between source and destination is determined for all the
desired start time instants. Second, the computed shortest paths are post-processed
and a set of distinct paths is returned. The MBEST algorithm uses a label correcting
approach similar to that of BEST algorithm, proposed in [16] to compute the shortest
paths between source and destination. The algorithm associates two lists viz, the arrival
time list and ancestor list, with each node. The arrival time array, Cv [t], represents the
earliest arrival time at node v for the start time t at the source. The ancestor array,
Anv [t], represents the previous node in the path from source for time t. These lists are
updated using Equation 3.1, where γuv represents the earliest arrival time series of the
edge (u, v). The algorithm terminates when there are no more changes in the arrival
time list of any node.
Cv [t] = min{Cv [t], γuv [Cu [t]]}, uv ∈ E
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Experimental setup: The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.11. The first step
of the experimental evaluation involved combining the travel time information along
with the spatial road network to represent the ST network as a Time-aggregated graph.
A set of different queries (each with different parameters) was run on the CTAS and
the MBEST algorithms. The following parameters were varied in the experiments: (a)
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length of the time interval over which shortest paths were desired (|λ|), (b) total travel
time of the route, (c) time of day (rush hour vs non-rush hours). A speedup ratio, given
by Equation 3.2, was computed for each run. The total number of re-computations
avoided by CTAS was also recorded for each run. In worst case, the shortest paths
may have to be re-computed for each time instant in the interval λ. The total number
of re-computations saved by CTAS is the difference between |λ| and re-computations
performed.
speed − up ratio =

M BEST runtime
CT AS runtime

(3.2)

Number of re-computations saved in CTAS : Figure 3.12 shows the number of recomputations saved by the CTAS algorithm. The experiments showed that more saving
was gained where paths were shorter. Similarly, fewer number of re-computations were
performed in case of Non-rush hours. This is because there were fewer intersections
among the path-functions.
Effect of length of start time interval (|λ|): This experiment was performed to
evaluate the effect of length of start time interval (λ) over which the shortest path was
desired. Figure 3.13(a) shows the speed-up ratio for Non-rush hours and Figure 3.13(b)
shows the speed-up ratio for Rush hours. The speed ratio was calculated for paths with
travel time 30 and travel time 40. These travel times indicate the time required to
travel on these paths during non-rush hours when there is no traffic. The experiments
showed that run-time of both CTAS and MBEST increased with increase in the lambda.
Runtime of MBEST increases steadily whereas CTAS increases very slowly with lambda
for a travel time of 30. However, the run-time of CTAS increases rapidly for travel time
of 40.
Effect of total travel time of a path: This experiment was performed to evaluate the
effect of total travel time of a path on the candidate algorithms. Figure 3.14 shows the
speed-up ratio as the total travel time of the path was varied. The experiments showed
that the runtime of CTAS algorithm increased with a corresponding increase in the total
travel time of the path, whereas the runtime of the MBEST algorithm remained the
same. This is because, CTAS algorithm follows a Dijkstra’s like approach and expands
the paths, but MBEST is follows a label correcting approach and terminates when there
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Figure 3.13: Effect of Lambda on Speed-up
no more changes in the arrival time array of any node.
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Figure 3.14: Effect of travel time on Speed-up
Effect of different start times: Experiments showed that better speed-up was obtained for Non-rush hours than the rush hours (see Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.13). This
is because there are fewer number of intersection points in case of non-Rush hours.
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3.6

Conclusions

The All-start-time shortest Lagrangian shortest path problem (ALSP) is a key component of applications in transportation networks. ALSP is a challenging problem due
to the non-stationarity of the spatio-temporal network. Traditional A* and Dijkstra’s
based approaches incur redundant computation across the time instants sharing a common solution. The proposed Critical Time-point based ALSP Solver (CTAS), reduces
this redundant re computation by determining the time points when the ranking among
the alternate paths between the source and destination change. Theoretical and experimental analysis show that this approach is more efficient than naive particularly in case
of few critical time points.

Chapter 4

Bi-directional algorithm for the
ALSP problem
Given a spatio-temporal (ST) network, a source, a destination, and a discrete departuretime interval, the All-departure-time Lagrangian shortest paths problem (ALSP) determines a path set which includes the shortest path for every departure time in the interval. The ALSP determines both the shortest paths and the corresponding set of time
instants when the paths are optimal. For example, consider the problem of determining
the shortest path between the University of Minnesota and the MSP international airport over the departure-time interval of 7:30am through 9:15am. Figure 4.1 (on the left)
shows three different routes between the University and the Airport. The I-35W route
is preferred outside rush-hours, whereas the route via Hiawatha Avenue is preferred
during rush-hours (i.e., 7:30am - 8:30am). Thus, the output of the ALSP problem may
be a set of these two routes and their corresponding preferred departure time intervals.
Application Domain: Determining shortest paths is a key task in many societal
applications related to air travel, road travel, eco-routing and other spatio-temporal
network applications [48, 57, 58]. Ideally, path finding approaches need to account for
the time dependent nature of the spatial networks. Recent studies [27, 28] show that
indeed, such approaches yield shortest path results that save up to 30% in travel time
compared with approaches that assume static network. These savings can potentially
play a crucial role in reducing delivery/commute time, fuel consumption, and greenhouse
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Time

1

7:30am

via Hiawatha

2

7:45am

via Hiawatha

3

8:00am

via Hiawatha

4

8:15am

via Hiawatha

5

8:30am

via Hiawatha

6

8:45am

via I35W

7

9:00am

via I35W

8

9:15am

via I35W

36th St
I-35W

Hiawatha
Ave

Figure 4.1: Preferred routes between the University and Airport [2].
emissions leading to ‘eco-routing’ [5].
Challenges: The ALSP problem is challenging because of multiplicity of departure
times. In addition, the ranking among candidate paths between any particular source
and destination pair in the network is not stationary across departure times. In other
words, the optimal path between a source and destination for one departure time may
not be optimal for other departure times. This lack of stationarity in ST networks makes
it non-trivial to use classic algorithms developed for static graphs (e.g. Dijkstra’s and
A*) for solving the ALSP problem. On the other hand, it would be computationally
redundant to re-compute the shortest path for each distinct departure-time when the
ranking changes only few times. For example, in our previous University-Airport ALSP
instance, it would be redundant to re-compute for all the departure-times in the interval
of 7:30am through 9:15am when the shortest path changes only at 8:45am.
Limitations of Related work: Few studies have investigated ways to reduce redundant computations across consecutive departure times sharing a common solution.
Figure 4.2(a) shows a classification of these approaches. These methods attempt to reduce the redundant computations by closing nodes for several departure instants during
a single iteration of the algorithm. A node is said to be closed when the algorithm
has found a shortest path (from the source) to that node. So, in these algorithms, an
attempt is made to find the shortest path to a node for several departure-times (at the
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of Related work and our critical-time based approaches.
source) in a single iteration. Figure 4.2(b) shows the number of re-computations that
would be required by different methods which close intermediate nodes on our previous
University-Airport ALSP instance illustrated in Figure 4.1. A naive approach (first row
in Figure), referred to as SP-TAG in this paper, computes a shortest path for each of
the 8 time instants shown in Figure 4.1. Therefore, methods which reduce redundant
work aim to perform less than 8 re-computations. However, they do this using only a
fraction of the available information at hand. For instance, discrete version of [3] (referred to as Discrete 2S-LTT in this paper) compares the time series of arrival times at
an intermediate node against a single (scalar) lowest feasible cost along other candidate
paths to that node leading to 6 re-computations (second row in Figure 4.2(b)). However, this can be further improved as the shortest path changes only once (at 8:45am)
in our ALSP instance.
Another discrete version of approach [51] (referred to as Discrete allFP in this paper)
does not close any intermediate nodes. Consequently all paths between a source and a
destination whose destination arrival time is less than the optimal arrival time for the
last desired departure-time are enumerated. As there can be a huge number of candidate
paths between a source and a destination, it usually results in significant computational
bottlenecks. This limitation was also highlighted by other works [3, 17]. Running time
ramifications of this limitation are shown in our experimental analysis.
Proposed Approach: In contrast, we propose to use all of the available information
by comparing the entire available time series of arrival times along candidate paths at
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each intermediate node before destination is closed. As a result, nodes are likely to
be closed for a longer range of departure times, and hence incur fewer redundant recomputations. The last two rows in Figure 4.2(b) illustrate the superior performance
of our critical-time-points based approaches which use all of the available information
to reduce the re-computations to just 3 or 2. Note that reducing the number of recomputations to less than 2 is not possible for our problem instance as the shortest
path does change at 8:45am (see Figure 3.1). Appendix A.1 provides a detailed trace
of all the above mentioned algorithms on this University-Airport ALSP instance.
We propose to operationalize the use of complete information through the our concept of critical-time-points. This helps in reducing the redundant computations across
departure times sharing a common solution. For instance, consider again our previous
University-Airport ALSP instance. As Figure 4.1 shows, the Hiawatha route is faster
for times in the interval [7:30am 8:30am], whereas I-35W route is faster for times in the
interval [8:45am 9:15am]. This shows that the shortest path changed at some instant between 8:30am and 8:45am. For the sake of convenience we assume it changed at 8:45am.
We define this time instant as a critical time point (CTP), i.e., a departure time before
which optimal path is guaranteed not to change. Critical time points can be determined
by computing the earliest intersection points between functions representing the total
travel time of paths. For example, the earliest intersection point of the Hiawatha route
would be at 8:45am (with the I-35W route function).
A candidate way to compute the critical-time points for a given ALSP problem
instance would be to first enumerate the costs (as a function of departure-time) of all
the possible candidate paths between the source and destination and, then compute the
lower envelope of these cost functions to give us the critical time points for the given
problem. However, this would be computational intensive as in a real road network,
there can be huge number of candidate paths. Thus, we propose to use a expand
and refine search strategy (similar to Dijkstra’s) to enumerate paths for determining
their cost functions. As mentioned earlier, due to non-stationarity in the ST network,
we would not have a clear ranking of candidates across departure-times. To this end,
we propose to use the ranking for a particular departure-time (which is stationary) to
conservatively forecast only the next time departure-time (forcasted critical-time point)
when the ranking is expected to change (while maintaining correctness). The same
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procedure is repeated for this departure-time as well, and continued until all the desired
departure-times in the given ALSP instance are covered.
It is important to note that due to the expand and refine nature of the search strategy, we would not be enumerating all the possible candidate paths (and their cost functions) between source and destination. In other words, we would computing critical-time
points based on partial paths itself which might lead to forecasts which are irrelevant to
our source-destination pair. Figure 4.3 (on the left) illustrates this conceptually. Here,
the search started from S (for a specific departure-time) and terminated at node D.
The shaded region shows the area covered by the search, i.e., the enumerated candidate
paths belong to this region. Now, our forecasted critical-time point might come due
to an intersection between cost functions of paths S

V and S

D. It is necessary

to consider this because there might be a path through V which might be optimal for
the departure-time corresponding to the intersection. But at the same time it might be
irrelevant as the cost on the V

D portion was not considered while computing the

intersection point.
Paths in the shaded region influence
the forcasted critical time point;

S

D

V
S

Forward-only search

D

Bi-directional search

Figure 4.3: Exploration space of forward-only and bi-directional searches.
Our previous algorithm CTAS (Section 3.3 in Chapter 3) focused on this kind of
search strategy which started from the source and terminated when shortest path to
destination was found. But, as mentioned before, it can lead to irrelevant critical-time
points due to large search space. This was specifically true when the shortest path
turned out to be long. This was primarily because a larger search area was explored
in these cases making it more likely to encounter an irrelevant critical-time point. In
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this paper, we propose to use a bi-directional search which starts at both source and
destination. This allows us to do a more focused search for paths to the desired destination. Figure 4.3 (on the right) illustrates this conceptually. As the figure shows,
due to the focused nature we would have much less number of irrelevant critical-time
points (formal argument in Theorem 3 in Section 4.5) making it computationally more
efficient even for long paths (Section 4.6).
New Contributions in this chapter: In our previous chapter on the ALSP problem
(Chapter 3), we proposed the concept of critical time points. Using this idea, we designed a forward search only algorithm called Critical Time point based ALSP Solver
(CTAS) (Section 3.3 in Chapter 3). We also provided rigorous correctness and completeness proof of our algorithm and evaluated it experimentally using real datasets.
This chapter makes the following additional contributions.
• (a) We propose temporal bi-directional search for the ALSP problem. This technique takes advantage of lower bounded arrival times at a destination to facilitate
searches from both the source and the destination. A bi-directional search allows
us to pursue a more focused search.
• (b) We propose a novel termination condition called the impromptu rendezvous for
our temporal bi-directional search which guarantees correctness without degrading
the performance.
• (c) Based on temporal bi-directional search and impromptu rendezvous condition,
we propose a new algorithm called Bi-Directional CTAS (BD-CTAS) for the ALSP
problem. This approach addresses the computational bottlenecks of CTAS by
reducing the number of irrelevant critical time points.
• (d) We provide correctness and completeness proof of the BD-CTAS algorithm
• (e) We also present asymptotic complexity analysis for our new BD-CTAS algorithm and previous CTAS algorithm.
• (f) We compared our approaches with related work based on asymptotic time
complexity
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• (g) Finally, we also evaluated our proposed methods using real and synthetic
datasets.
Scope and Outline: This chapter models the travel time on any particular edge as
a discrete time series. Continuous models for ST networks [17] are not considered here
and would be explored in the future. Also, we are limiting the scope of the paper to
strong fifo networks, where an earlier departure on any route strictly implies an earlier
arrival at its terminal node. Turn restrictions are not considered in the ST network
representation. Comparisons with single departure time algorithms, bi-directional (with
reverse search done on the underlying static graph) and other forward search algorithms
(e.g. Hierarchical and A*) are beyond the scope of the paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A brief description of the basic concepts and a formal problem definition is presented in Section 4.1. A description of the
computational structure of the ALSP problem is presented in Section 4.2. The proposed
temporal bi-directional CTAS algorithm (BD-CTAS) is presented in Section 4.3. Correctness and completeness of the proposed BD-CTAS algorithm is presented in Section
4.4. Section 4.5 presents an analytical evaluation our critical-time based approaches.
Experimental evaluation of the algorithms is presented in Section 4.6. Finally, this
chapter concludes in Section 4.7.

4.1

Basic Concepts and Problem Definition

Spatio-temporal (ST) Networks are spatial networks (e.g. road networks) whose
properties (e.g. typical travel-time on the road segments) change with time. Typically
in a ST-network, nodes represent the road intersections, whereas edges represent road
segments between the intersections. A ST network can be represented in several ways
as discussed in [37]. In this paper, we choose to represent it using a time-aggregated
graphs (TAG) due its simplicity and less storage overhead over others [16, 37]. Figure
4.4 illustrates a sample ST network represented as a TAG [37]. Here, each edge is
associated with a time series which represents the travel-time of the edge as a function
of time. For example, edge (S, B) is associated with the travel time series [1 1 6 6]. This
means that the travel time of edge (S, B) at departure times t = 0, t = 1, and t = 2
is 1, 1 and 6 respectively. Travel time information can also be represented in terms of
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arrival times. In order to get this, the travel time of the edge is added to the departure
times. For instance, the arrival time series of the edge (S, B) in our previous example
would be: [1+0 1+1 6+2 6+3], which is, [1 2 8 9]. This means that a journey departing
from node S at times t = 0, t = 1, t = 2, and t = 3 would arrive at node B at times
1,2,8 and 9 respectively. In this paper, we choose to use TAG with arrival time series
(right side of Figure 4.4) for ease of communication.
[7 7 8 8]
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B

t=0 1 2 3
[1 1 6 6]

[2 3 3 3 3..]

[2 2 2 3]

t =0 1 2 3...
[2 3 3 4 4...]
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[7 8 10 11]
t=0 1 2 3
[1 2 8 9]

t = 0 1 2 ...
[3 3 3 3 6 6 6]
TAG with Travel time series

[2 4 5 6 7..]

[2 3 4 6]

t =0 1 2 3...
[2 4 5 7 8 ...]

S
E

C

D

B

[4 5 6 7]

C

E
t = 0 1 2 ...
[3 4 5 6 10 11 12]

Transformed TAG with Arrival Time Series

Figure 4.4: ST network represented as a TAG.
Lagrangian vs Eulerian frame of reference: ST networks can be queried through
either Lagrangian or Eulerian frame of reference. In Eulerian frame of reference, the
traffic (or typical travel-time) is observed from specific locations in the space over a
period of time [42]. It is similar to sitting on the side of a highway and watching traffic
pass a fixed location. In contrast, the Lagrangian frame of reference corresponds to an
observer driving along a particular route [42]. It is important to that the total cost
of a candidate path would be different across these reference frames. For example,
consider the cost of path B-C-D for a departure time t = 0 in Figure 4.4. In an Eulerian
reference frame, this would be sum of times travel-times of edges (B, C) and (C, D) for
t = 0, which is 4 time units. However, one may note that, after departing from B at
t = 0, it takes 2 time units to travel along the edge (B, C). Thus, we should consider
the cost of (C, D) for time t = 2 and not at t = 0 as done in the Eulerian frame of
reference. This kind of view, where the cost of the edge is considered for the time when
the traveler arrives at its starting point, is known as the Lagrangian frame of reference.
Routing queries over ST networks would be more meaningful through Lagrangian frame
of reference. This was also pointed in other literature in this area [16, 17, 34]. In this
paper, paths whose cost is viewed through Lagrangian frame of reference are referred
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to as Lagrangian paths.
Closing of a node: A search starting at a source (or destination) for a specific
departure-time closes a node when it has found a shortest path to the node for the
departure-time under consideration. In other words, there does not exist any other Lagrangian path which starts at source at the specified departure-time and arrives earlier
at the node being closed.
[7 8 10 11]
D

B

t=0 1 2 3
[1 2 8 9]

[2 3 4 6]

[2 4 5 6 7..]
t =0 1 2 3...
[2 4 5 7 8 ...]

S
[4 5 6 7]

C

E
t = 0 1 2 ...
[3 4 5 6 10 11 12]

(a) Sample input ST-network

(b) Output of problem

Figure 4.5: Sample input and output of ALSP problem.
Problem Definition: We define the ALSP problem by specifying input, output, objective function and constraints. Inputs include:
(a) A ST network G = (V, E), where V is the set of vertices, and E is the set of edges;
(b) A source s and a destination d pair where {s, d} ∈ V ;
(c) A discrete departure time interval λ = [td1 . . . tdk ] over which the shortest path
between s and d is to be determined;
(d) Each edge e ∈ E is associated with a cost function, denoted as δ, representing
travel-time of that edge. The cost function of an edge is represented as an arrival time
series.
Output: The output is a set of routes, Psd , from s to d, where each route Pi ∈ Psd is
associated with a set of departure-time instants ωi , where ωi is a subset of λ.
Objective function: (1) Each path in Psd is a shortest commuter-experienced travel time
path between s and d during its respective departure time instants. (2) Computational
efficiency.
Constraints: The length of the time horizon over which the ST network is considered is
finite. The cost function δ is a discrete time series.
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Example: A sample ST network is shown in Figure 4.5(a). Figure 4.5(b) shows the
output of an ALSP problem instance on this network with source S, destination D, and
λ = [0, 1, 2, 3]. Here, the path S-B-C-D is optimal for departure times t = 0 and t = 1,
and the path S-C-D is optimal for departure times t = 2 and t = 3.

4.2

Computational structure of the ALSP problem

Given (a) a source, (b) destination and (c) a departure-time, the basic computational
unit in our scheme computes: (1) a shortest path between the source and destination
for the given departure-time and, (2) a forecasted critical-time point, which serves as
the next departure-time for re-computation. We refer to this as the sub-interval optimal
lagrangian path, defined formally as follows:
A Sub-interval optimal Lagrangian path is a pair of Lagrangian path, Pi , and its
corresponding set of departure time instants ωi , where ωi ∈ λ. Pi is a shortest path
between the source and the destination for all the departure times t ∈ ωi .
The Lagrangian path S-B-C-D and its corresponding ω = 0, 1 (shown in Figure
4.5(b)) is an example of a sub-interval optimal Lagrangian path. Output of any ALSP
problem instance can be considered as a set of several sub-interval optimal lagrangian
paths. Given a sub-interval optimal Lagrangian path Pi with ωi = [tdi , tdi+1 , . . . , tdnt ] ∈
λ, the departure-time tdnt+1 ∈ λ forms the forecasted critical-time point at which recomputation starts.
Our proposed bi-directional search consists of a forward search and a trace search.
The forward search starts exploring the candidate paths from the source (given in the
ALSP problem instance) for a particular departure-time. Whereas the trace search
starts from the destination (given in the ALSP problem instance) for a particular time
in estimated arrival time interval at the destination (described later in Section 4.3).
The proposed temporal bi-directional approach employs the forward and trace search
along with the our novel impromptu rendezvous condition (described later) to determine
successive sub-interval optimal lagrangian paths forming a solution to the ALSP problem
instance.
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Figure 4.6: Forward critical-time points and path functions.

4.2.1

Forward Search Basic Concepts

The goal of the forward search is to explore candidate paths from the source node for
a specific departure-time in the given departure-time interval (λ). The forward search,
while exploring paths for a departure-time, maintains some information to forecast the
critical time point (forward critical time point) at which the search needs to re-start the
exploration.
Forward Critical time point: A departure-time instant at the source (as determined
by the forward search) when the shortest path between the source and a destination
changes.
In order to determine these critical time points (CTPs), we need to model the total
cost of the path. This is achieved through forward path-function, a time-series which
represents the earliest arrival time at the end node of the path for different departuretimes at the source. A formal definition of a path-function is given below.
Forward Path Function: A forward path function represents the arrival time at the
end node of a path as a function of time (representing the departure-times at the start
node). This is represented as a time series. A path function is determined by composing
the arrival times on its component edges in a Lagrangian fashion.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the construction of forward path function for the path C-BD. The Figure also illustrates the forward CTPs for a search with C as the source,
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D as the destination and t = 0, 1, 2, 3 as the desired departure-times. Forward CTPs
are determined by computing the intersection point (with respect to time coordinate)
between candidate path functions. In this case, the path functions for C-B-D and C-D
intersect at time t = 2 making it a forward critical-time-point.

4.2.2

Trace Search Basic Concepts

The goal of the trace search is to compute shortest paths from other nodes to the
destination such that these paths arrive (at the destination) at a particular time instant
within an estimated arrival time interval (λrev ). Similar to the forward search, a trace
search maintains some additional information to forecast the time point (trace critical
time point) when a certain shortest path to the destination changes. However, in this
case, candidate paths are explored in a reverse ST network (ST Nrev ). This network is
defined on the same set of nodes V as the original ST network, but contains a flipped
edge (v, u) for each (u, v) in the original network.
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Arrival Times
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of Trace Critical-time points.
Trace Critical-time point: An arrival time instant at the destination (as determined
by the trace search) when the shortest path to this destination from a source changes.
Consider an instance of the trace search on the ST network shown in Figure 4.7,
where the destination is D, and λrev = {2 3 4 5}. This means we want to find shortest
paths from all other nodes to node D such that they arrive at D at times t = 2, 3, 4, 5.
The trace search is performed on a reverse ST network where each edge in the original
ST network is reversed (showed as dotted edges in the Figure 4.7). The arrival times
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series in the original network are interpreted as an inverse-mapping from arrival times
to departure-times. For instance, in Figure 4.7, consider the original edge (C,D) (shown
in bold) and its corresponding reverse (shown using a dotted arrow). The arrival time
series of the original edge was [3 4 5 6 7], which means that a departure at t = 0 at node
C would have an arrival at D at t = 3. Since this is a trace search, we would read this
time series as: If need to arrive at D at t = 3, what is the latest departure time at C?.
Similar to forward CTPs, in order to determine trace CTPs, we model the total cost
of the path using a cost function. This cost function, which we call trace path function,
is defined formally below.
A Trace Path Function represents the latest departure times at the end node as a time
series. Each item in this time series represents the latest departure at the end node for
the corresponding arrival time at the start node of the path.
Similar to a forward path function, a trace path function is determined by combining
the arrival times on its component edges in a Lagrangian fashion. The only difference
is that, due to inverse mapping, we look backwards while composing the time series.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the construction of a trace path function for the path D-B-C for a
trace search with destination D and λrev = [2 3 4 5]. While composing the arrival time
series for the component edges, we consider only the latest departure time that incurs
no waiting. Note that in some cases, the arrival times cannot be mapped backwards.
For instance, in our previous example of D-B-C, the arrival time 4 at D cannot be
mapped back along edge (D, B). In other words, there does not exist a departure-time
at B such that its corresponding arrival time (with no waiting) at D is 4. Note that
a departure-time of 2 at B would not be considered as it would arrive at D early and
wait. Cases like these are represented using ‘*’ in the trace function (and implemented
as −∞). Figure 4.7 also illustrates the arrival time t = 4 as a trace critical time point
because the shortest path to D from C changes for arrival times greater that t = 4.
We now begin our discussion on our proposed temporal bi-directional search for the
ALSP problem. During the discussion, we may sometimes drop the prefix “trace” or
“forward” from critical-time-points and path functions when the context is clear.
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4.3

Proposed Temporal Bi-directional Search for ALSP
problem

Designing an efficient bi-directional search for the ALSP problem poses two challenges.
First, unlike the forward search which explores over a given set of departure-times, appropriate “departure-times” for the trace search at the destination are not known in
advance. Second, designing a suitable termination condition which gives good performance while ensuring correctness is non-trivial.
“Departure-times” for trace search: To address the first challenge, we compute a
bound on the arrival times at the destination. These bounds are computed by executing
a single start-time shortest path algorithm developed for ST networks [16] for the first
and the last departure-time in λ. Given the fifo nature of our network, we can claim
that arrival times for all the other departure-times in λ would fall inside the interval
defined by the arrival times corresponding to the first and last departure-times. The
range defined by these arrival times at the destination form the set of “departure-times”
(denoted by λrev ) for the trace search. To avoid ambiguity, we use the term trace-times
instead of “departure-times” when discussing the trace search

1

. We use the term

departure-times in context of the forward search or the problem instance (λ). Figure
4.8 shows the upper and lower bounds defining the range λrev for our ALSP instance in
Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.8: Arrival times corresponding to first and last departure-times.
impromptu rendezvous condition: Our second challenge for bi-directional search
1
trace-times refer to time points in λrev , while departure-times refer to time points in λ (in the
ALSP instance)
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was designing an appropriate termination which gives good performance while ensuring
correctness. Current termination conditions for bi-directional searches work only when
the trace search is done on the underlying static graph [17, 23–26] and thus cannot be
applied in our case. The trace search in these studies is used to prune the search space
for the forward search to continue efficiently until destination node is closed. In contrast,
our trace search is executed on the ST network itself, thus, allowing us to avoid visiting
the nodes already closed by the trace search. We now describe our novel impromptu
rendezvous condition on our previous ST network in Figure 4.5(a).
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of impromptu rendezvous condition.
Consider again the ST network illustrated in Figure 4.5(a) (replicated in top left
of Figure 4.9). Suppose we want to determine the shortest path between S and D
which departs S at time t = 0. A bi-directional search for this problem would involve
a forward search from node S and a trace search from node D. Clearly, the forward
search from S would start at time t = 0. By contrast, the choice of trace-time for the
trace search is non-trivial and is discussed next with an intuitive explanation of the
termination condition.
Figure 4.9 contains a forward search tree (explored until node D was closed) from
node S for time t = 0 (top right). This can be considered as a instance of forward
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search algorithm with departure time t = 0 run until node D was closed. The Figure
also contains a trace search tree from node D which starts at time t = 7. This can be
considered as instance of trace search being executed from D on reverse ST network
until node S was closed. The numbers written beside the nodes in the figure represent
their respective distance labels when they were closed. For instance, the forward search
closed the node E at time 6, i.e, the shortest path to E from S arrives at time 6. On
the other hand, the trace search closed node E at time t = 4. This means we need to
depart node E at the latest by t = 4 in order to arrive at D by t = 7. A comparison
of these two trees shows that nodes B and C happen to be closed with the same label
by both the forward and the trace search. In other words, both the forward (starting
at S at t = 0) and the trace search (starting at D at t = 7) “agree” on node B and C
along the path S-B-C-D, which happens to be the shortest path between S and D for
the departure-time t = 0. This shows that when the trace-time of a trace search at the
destination is correct (shortest path to D from S indeed arrives at t = 7), both forward
and trace searches close the nodes on the shortest path with the same labels.
If the trace search does not start at the optimal time, there are only two other
possibilities: it started earlier or later than the optimal time. A trace search starting
earlier would close all the nodes at an earlier time than the forward search. In other
words, there would be no “agreement” between the forward and trace search on any
node. On the other hand, a trace search starting later (e.g. t = 9) might lead to an
agreement between the two searches on a node which does not lie on the shortest path.
This leads our proposed termination condition, called the impromptu rendezvous, which
states: it is sufficient to terminate when both the forward and trace search close a node
with the same label, provided the trace-time is not an over-estimate of the optimal
arrival time. This is formally stated as Lemma 4 in Appendix 4.4.

4.3.1

BD-CTAS Algorithm

In this section we describe our proposed temporal Bi-Directional based Critical-Timepoint Alsp Solver (BD-CTAS). The forward and the trace search along with the impromptu rendezvous condition form the key parts of this algorithm. In the algorithm,
the forward and the trace search start from the source and the destination respectively.
The priority queue for the forward search is sorted in ascending order on the values
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in the path functions, while the priority queue in the trace search is sorted (also in
ascending order) on the difference between the trace-time at the destination and the
values in the trace function. This kind of ordering in the trace search ensures that the
closest node (to the destination) is closed first, an essential requirement for correctness
as discussed later.
The impromptu rendezvous condition is only used as a sufficiency condition for
terminating the algorithm. It is possible for the algorithm to run without meeting this
condition. This happens when the trace-time of the trace search is earlier than the
optimal arrival time of the shortest path (Lemma 3 in Appendix 4.4). In such cases, the
algorithm terminates only when the destination node is closed by the forward search
(similar to the CTAS algorithm, Section 3.3 in Chapter 3).
In order to integrate impromptu rendezvous termination into the BD-CTAS algorithm, we need to ensure that the trace-time is never an overestimate of the optimal
arrival time at the destination (had the forward search been allowed to proceed until
the destination). To this end, the algorithm employs an incremental strategy for determining the next times of the trace and forward search. Given the correctness of the
trace-time of a trace search (i.e., it is not an overestimate), a pair of forward and trace
searches explore the ST network to determine a single sub-interval optimal lagrangian
path and determine the time instants for the next pair of searches. We refer to this unit
of work as one iteration of BD-CTAS algorithm. Here, the algorithm simply ensures
that the next trace-time for the trace search is not an overestimate of the optimal arrival
time. This process starts at the first departure-time in λ and continues until shortest
paths for all the departure-times given in λ are determined. To ensure the correctness
for the first departure-time in λ, the algorithm uses the first time point in the range
defined by λrev (described earlier in the section) as the trace-time of the trace search.
Recall that, by construction this trace-time is guaranteed not be an overestimate; in
fact, it is the correct destination arrival time. This means that the algorithm does more
work for the first departure time in λ. However, this extra cost is usually compensated
by the savings generated by the impromptu rendezvous.
We now describe our approach for determining the next times after a pair of forward
and trace searches. Assuming that the trace-time of the trace search in the previous
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instance was not an overestimate, one of the following two cases can be encountered during the execution. Case (a): the algorithm terminated because impromptu rendezvous
condition was met. Which means both the trace and forward search closed a node with
same label. Case (b): the algorithm terminated because the forward search closed the
destination node.
Case (a): Impromptu rendezvous was satisfied: The impromptu rendezvous condition
guarantees that whenever a node v is closed by both forward and trace search with
the same label, the combined path from source to v and v to destination is optimal for
its respective departure-time (of the forward search) at source. However, for a more
efficient solution for the ALSP problem, we need to forecast a minimum duration for
which this path remains optimal. In the CTAS algorithm [34] this was done by choosing the earliest of the intersection points as the forecasted critical-time-poin (CTP),
the next departure-time for re-computation. In other words, the path was guaranteed
to be optimal for all departure-times between these two departure-times at the source.
A natural extension of such an approach to a temporal bi-directional search would be
to take the minimum of forward and trace critical time points to determine the next
departure and trace times. Note that the trace critical time points would be in terms
of arrival times at destination and would generally be higher than the forward CTPs.
In order circumvent this, we need to take the minimum over the mutual distance (in
time) between CTPs and their “reference time points” (departure-times of forward and
trace-time of trace searches).
In order to guarantee the correctness of the above approach in a general case, we need
to incorporate the notion of lagrangian agreement duration into the process of finding
the minimum of the forward and trace CTPs. The lagrangian agreement duration is
duration for which both the forward and trace path functions (ending at the common
node) have same values. In order to compute the next departure and trace times, we
take the minimum of the lagrangian agreement duration, and the forward and trace
CTPs (after subtracting their respective departure and trace times). This minimum,
referred to as γmap , is added to the current departure-time of forward search and the
trace-time of trace search to get the next times for the searches. Correctness of this
case is presented in Lemma 5 (Section 4.4).
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Case (b): Forward search closed the destination node: In this case, the algorithm ignores the data collected by the trace search and sets the next forward search departuretime to the earliest of observed intersection points (same as done by CTAS). The next
trace-time of the trace search is set to one more than the current shortest path arrival time found by the forward search. Correctness of this case is argued in Lemma 6
(Appendix 4.4).
Algorithm 2 Bi-Directional CTAS Algorithm
Input:
a ST network ST N , source S, destination D, a departure-time interval λ
=
[td1 . . . tdk ]
1: Build a reverse ST network ST Nrev with each edge in ST N reversed.
2: Set ta1 and tam to the arrival times (at D) of a shortest path between S and D for times td1 , and tdk
3: Set the trace-time interval for the trace search λrev = [ta1 . . . tam ]
4: Set the current departure-time of forward search f orst = td1 and of trace search trast = ta1
5: while a shortest path for each time t ∈ λ waits to be determined do
6:
Initialize priority queues for forward (P Qf or ) and trace search (P Qtra )
7:
F P min ← min weight path function from P Qf or
8:
T P min ← min weight path function from P Qtra
9:
Add the tail node of F P min and T P min to set of closed nodes
10:
Test the impromptu rendezvous condition
11:
while D is not closed by forward search or impromptu rendezvous condition is not satisfied do
12:
Determine the earliest intersection point of F P min with other path functions in P Qf or and save in
P interf or
13:
Expand F P min and push the newly determined path functions into P Qf or and delete paths ending
on tail of F P min
14:
Determine the earliest intersection point of T P min with other trace functions in P Qtra and save in
P intertra
15:
Expand T P min and push the newly determined trace functions into P Qtra and delete paths ending
on tail of T P min
16:
F P min ← min weight path function from P Qf or and T P min ← min weight path function from T Qf or
17:
Add the tail node of F P min and T P min to set of closed nodes
18:
Test the impromptu rendezvous condition
19:
end while
20:
Compute γmap
21:
if impromptu rendezvous condition was satisfied then
22:
f orst = f orst + γmap + 1
23:
trast = trast + γmap + 1
24:
else
25:
f orst = min{P interf or }
{earliest intersection point in path intersection table.}
26:
trast = 1+ arrival time of shortest path found for time t = (min{P interf or } − 1)
27:
end if
28: end while

Pseudocode of the BD-CTAS algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. The algorithm
starts by computing a shortest path between the given source and destination for the
first and the last departure-time in λ (line 2). We use algorithms developed for single
departure-time [16] for this purpose. As described earlier, the range defined by the
arrival times of these shortest paths form the trace-time interval for the trace search
(line 3). Initially, the departure-time of the forward and trace-time of the trace search
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are set to the first time points in λ and λrev respectively (line 4). The outer while loop
(lines 5-28) ensures that a shortest path for each departure-time in λ = [td1 . . . tdk ] is
determined. The loop begins by initializing the priority queues for forward and trace
search (line 6). The forward search priority queue, P Qf or , is initialized with the path
functions of the source and its neighbors. The trace search priority queue, P Qtra , is
initialized with the trace functions of the destination and its neighbors. Using the inner
while loop (11-19) the algorithm then runs a pair of forward and trace searches to
compute a single sub-interval optimal Lagrangian path. Conditions described earlier in
case (a) and case(b) are used to terminate the loop. Inside this loop the forward search
executes on the input ST network, whereas the trace search executes on the reverse
ST network, where all the edges of the original ST network are reversed. Finally, the
next departure-time of the forward search and the trace-time of the trace search are
computed in lines 20-27 for the next pair of searches.
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Figure 4.10: Execution trace of the BD-CTAS algorithm.
Execution Trace of BD-CTAS algorithm: Figure 4.10 illustrates an execution trace
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of the BD-CTAS algorithm on the ALSP instance shown in Figure 4.5. In the figure,
forward search is shown in green and trace search is shown in blue. Nodes which are
closed by either search have shaded background. In order to keep the figure clear and
simple, we have not shown the inner details of the priority queue. As noted earlier, the
priority queue of forward search is similar to that of CTAS. The trace search priority
queue is ordered on the difference between the trace-time at the destination and the
trace function values. We are only giving a high-level conceptual trace of BD-CTAS
algorithm for the first iteration for the ALSP instance shown in Figure 4.5. Here, a pair
of forward (from node S with departure-time t = 0) and trace searches start (from D
with trace-time t = 7) to compute a single sub-interval optimal Lagrangian path.
In the first step (after closing S and D) the forward and trace searches add the path
functions to their corresponding neighbors to their respective priority queues. Path
functions are indicated using {} or (< >) next to the node. For instance, the forward
path function of S-B is {1 2 8 9} and the trace path function of D-B is < 0 1 ∗ 3 4 >.
In the second step, the forward search closes node B, and the trace search closes
node E. The intersection points (among the path functions) encountered at this stage
are shown in Figure 4.10. Figure 4.10 (on the right) also shows the optimal paths and
their corresponding path functions for all the closed nodes in every step. Now, paths
S-B and D-E are expanded to include the neighbors.
In the next step both searches close node C with the same label 3. This is the impromptu termination condition. At this stage, the BD-CTAS algorithm would compare
the forward and the trace path functions for node C, which are {3 4 . . .} (forward) and
< 3 4 5 6 7 > (trace) to determine the lagrangian agreement duration to be 2. Combined with the forecasted forward and trace CTP information, the next departure-time
of the forward search would be t = 2 (0 + 2) and the next trace-time of the trace search
would be t = 7 + 2 = 9. Thus, the algorithm has computed one sub-interval optimal
Lagrangian path, S-B-C-D with ω = 0, 1. This process continues until shortest paths
for all departure-times are found. A brief comparison with the execution trace of the
CTAS algorithm (Figure A.6 in Appendix A.2) on the same input shows that BD-CTAS
was able to skip the departure time of t = 1 (an irrelevant CTP forcasted by the CTAS
algorithm).
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4.4

Correctness and Completeness of BD-CTAS algorithm

Correctness claim of BD-CTAS algorithm has four key components key components.
First, forward search is correct. This requires us to prove that the optimal path (or
portion of optimal path) determined by the forward search is correct between the current departure-time and the forcasted forward CTP. This was previously established in
Section 3.4 of Chapter 3. Second, trace search is correct. Correctness of trace search is
established analogously and is given in Lemma 2. The third part involves establishing
the correctness of the impromptu rendezvous termination condition. This requires us
to prove that when the BD-CTAS algorithm terminates on the impromptu rendezvous
condition, we have a path which is optimal for at least one departure time. This is
established in Lemma 4 (using Lemma 3). And lastly, given the correctness of path for
one departure time, we need to prove that BD-CTAS then forecasts the next departure time for the forward and trace-time for the trace search appropriately. Lemma 5
and Lemma 6 establish the correctness of this part. Using these four parts Theorem 2
establishes the correctness of BD-CTAS for any instance of the ALSP problem.
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Figure 4.11: Sample cases for correctness.
Lemma 2. Given an instance of trace search starting from the destination node d at
time tai in a reverse ST network. Let node v be closed by this search and tβ being the
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earliest trace critical time point observed so far. Let P : d-u1 -. . .-uk -v be path found by
this search and P ′ be the path with edges in P reversed. We have the following
• P ′ is the shortest path between v to d for all arrival times in t′ ∈ [tai (tβ + tai )]
at d. By shortest we mean, P ′ has latest departure among all paths for the same
arrival time t′ .
Proof. The proof for this lemma consists of two parts. First part involves proving that
P (or P ′ ) is optimal for time tai . Whereas, the second parts concerns itself with proving
the optimality for the entire time interval [tai (tβ + tai )]. We begin with the first part.
Given the greedy nature, similar concepts of expanding and closing a node in trace
search, its basic correctness can be borrowed from Dijkstra‘s. Here, we would just prove
that the trace search has gathered sufficient information when node v is closed for arrival
time tai . Consider the case (a) in Figure 4.11 (top part), which shows that candidate
paths to node v through its neighbors uk , bk and ck . Clearly, one of these would be the
predecessors of the optimal path. Also, optimal path leading to v would be composed
of optimal paths leading to one of these nodes followed by the edge to node v. Without
loss of generality assume that when node v was closed, the priority queue had trace
functions P : <D,. . .,uk ,v >, B:<D,. . .,bk ,v > and R:<D,. . .,rk−1 ,rk >. This means
that nodes uk , bk , and rk−1 were closed. According to the given case in Lemma, at this
stage the algorithm would have picked P and closed the node v. Now assume (for sake
of argument) that there exists another path through ck (D–rk via path R–v via path
C) which was optimal for arrival time tai . Given that all the travel times are positive,
path R which was not picked now, any positive additions (edges in path C) to it cannot
make it smaller that path P . This proves the optimality of path P for time tai at d.
The second part of the Lemma is proved using contradiction (case (b) in Figure 4.11).
Assume that there exists a path Q between d and v such that, path its edges reversed
(i.e, edges in Q are reversed) Q′ is shorter than P ′ for a certain tα (tai < tα ≤ (tβ + tai ))
at d. The trace search would order the priority queue on the value of trace functions at
time tai . This is because tai is the starting time of trace search according to the given
condition in Lemma. Without loss of generality assume that ui (ui 6= v) be the node
upto which both Q and P agree. This implies that path between ui and d (in P ′ and Q′ )
was optimal for tα . Therefore, the portion between ui and v in Q must be shorter than
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in P . After closing node ui , the algorithm would include trace functions of its neighbors
qi and ui+1 and continue the process of closing the closest node in a greedy fashion.
After closing a node, the algorithm always computes the earliest intersection point of
its trace function with others. Now as portion between ui and v in Q is shorter than in
P for tα , this process will create a trace critical time point at tα . This contradicts the
assumption that tβ was the earliest trace critical time point (tα ≤ (tβ + tai )).
Lemma 3. Given any instance of a temporal bi-directional search on a ST network
with a forward search starting from source S at time td , and trace search starting from
destination D at time ta , the searches can close a node v with the same distance label
iff ta ≥ aopt , where aopt is the optimal arrival time of the forward search.
Proof. (By contradiction) Consider a case where the trace search starts at time ta < aopt .
This means that the trace search starts earlier than the optimal arrival time aopt . Further
assume that, the trace search and forward search close a node v with same distance label
(for sake of contradiction). Now, consider the path resulting after combining: (a) the
path determined by the forward search from S to v; (b) path determined by trace search
from D to v with its edges reversed. Now, this is a valid path in our ST network which
departs from S at time td and arrives at D at time ta , which is a contradiction as the
aopt (> ta ) was considered to the optimal arrival time of the forward search starting at
td .
Lemma 4. Given any instance of a temporal bi-directional search on a ST network
with a forward search starting from source S at time td , and a trace search starting
from destination D at time ta , it is sufficient to terminate as soon as both searches
close a node u with the same distance label, iff ta ≤ aopt , where aopt is the optimal
arrival time of the forward search.
Proof. (By contradiction) Consider a case where the trace search (starting at ta ) and
the forward search (starting at td ) closes a node u with the same distance label. Now,
we have following three cases: (1) ta < aopt ; (2) ta = aopt or; (3) ta > aopt . Consider
the first case. Using Lemma 3 we know that the trace and forward searches can close
a node with same distance label, iff ta ≥ aopt . This contradicts our original assumption
that both trace and forward search have closed the node u with the same distance label.
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Now, we consider the second case when ta = aopt (which is allowed as per Lemma
3). This implies that we have valid path between S and D which consists of path S
through u followed by u through D. Any other path which arrives at D earlier than ta
would contradict our original condition of aopt being optimal for td .
The third case ta > aopt can be easily shown via examples to lead to sub-optimal
paths. This proves the Lemma.
Lemma 5. Given an instance of the BD-CTAS algorithm with a forward search starting
from source S with a departure-time tdi ; a trace search starting from destination D at
tai , where tai is guaranteed not to be an overestimate; and termination on impromptu
rendezvous condition with γmap = x (x ≥ 1),
1. BD-CTAS correctly determines the shortest path for departure-times tdi through
tdi + x − 1;
2. A trace-time of tai + x is not an overestimate of optimal arrival time for a forward
search starting at time t = tdi + x.
Proof. (By contradiction) We prove this Lemma using the properties of the strong FIFO
networks, where an earlier departure strictly implies earlier arrival. We first prove item
1 followed by item 2. Using Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, we know that when BD-CTAS
terminates with impromptu rendezvous condition, we have a shortest path between the
source and the destination for the corresponding departure-time at source. Without
loss of generality assume that both the searches closed node v with the same label. This
implies that, the path P obtained by combining S to v of forward search and D to v of
trace search is optimal for departure-time t = tdi . Given, γmap = x we know that path
found by forward search from S to v is guaranteed not to change between times tdi and
tdi + x − 1 (by construction of γmap and correctness of CTAS). Similarly, path found by
trace search between D and v is guaranteed not to change between times tai and tai +x−1
(by construction of γmap and correctness of trace search). Further, a γmap = x also
implies that lagrangian agreement duration between forward and trace functions at v
was at least x time units long. This proves the existence of the path P . The optimality of
this path for departure-times (at S) t ∈ [tdi tdi +x−1] is now proved using contradiction.
Note by nature of construction of path P and strong FIFO networks, there would be a
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bijective mapping between the departure times [tdi tdi + x − 1] and the arrival times
[tai tai +x−1]. Let this function be DM apP : [tdi +1 tdi +x−1] → [tai +1 tai +x−1].
For example, DM apP (tdi ) = tai and so on.
Now, Assume for sake of contradiction that there exists a path Q between S and D
which is shorter that P for a departure-time tdα ∈ [tdi tdi + x − 1]. Wlg. assume that its
corresponding arrival time at destination is Qα . This implies that Qα < DM apP (tdα )
(by assumption). Given that our original ST network is strong FIFO, arrival time along
Q for the tdα − 1 would be < Qα − 1. However, DM apP (tdα − 1) = DM apP (tdα ) − 1 (By
nature of construction of γmap ), thus making Q shorter for tdα − 1 as well. Recursively
proceeding this we would have the following: the arrival time along Q for time tdi
would be less tai . This contradicts the given condition that tai was not an overestimate
of arrival time for departure-time tdi .
Proof for item 2 can also be given in similar fashion. Assume for sake of contradiction
that tai + x is an overestimate of arrival time for a forward search starting at time t =
tdi +x. This means that there exists a path R whose arrival time at destination Qdi +x <
tai + x. As above, using the properties of strong FIFO, we can recursively construct a
case where arrival time along R for time tdi would be less tai (a contradiction).
Lemma 6. Given an instance of BD-CTAS algorithm with a forward search starting
from source S with a departure-time tdi ; a trace search starting from a destination D
at tai , termination with destination node being closed and tdi + x being the forecasted
forward CTP,
1. BD-CTAS correctly determines the shortest path for departure-times tdi through
tdi + x − 1;
2. A departure-time of P F unP (tdi + x − 1) + 1 is not an overestimate of arrival time
for a forward search starting at time t = tdi + x. Here, P F unP (tdi + x − 1) is
the arrival time at the destination along the current shortest path P found by the
forward search for time t = tdi + x − 1
Proof. Whenever BD-CTAS terminates with forward search closing the destination,
information collected by the trace search (e.g. trace CTPs) is ignored. In this case, the
next start-time of forward and trace search is determined solely on the basis of earliest
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forward CTP. Thus, the correctness of the first item in the Lemma can be ensured using
the argument presented in the correctness proof of the CTAS algorithm (Lemma 7 in
Section 3.4 of Chapter 3). On the other hand, the second item can be proved using the
properties of the strong FIFO networks.
Assume for sake of contradiction that P F unP (tdi + x − 1) + 1 is an overestimate.
This implies that there exists another path U between S and D, whose arrival time for
t = tdi + x, Udi +x at destination is less than P F unP (tdi + x − 1) + 1. This implies
that the arrival time at destination along U is at most P F unP (tdi + x − 1), which also
happens to the arrival time along P for time t = tdi +x−1. Now, given the properties of
the strong FIFO network, we know that the arrival time along the same path U for time
t = tdi + x − 1 would be at most P F unP (tdi + x − 1) − 1. This is contradiction as path P
was optimal for start-times tdi through tdi +x−1. Or in other words, P F unP (tdi +x−1)
was the optimal arrival time (or shortest distance) for departure-time t = tdi +x−1.
Theorem 2. Given a source S; a destination D and; a discrete departure-time interval
(at S) λ = [td1 td2 td3 . . . tdk ], the BD-CTAS algorithm correctly computes a solution to
the all-departure-time Lagrangian Shortest paths (ALSP) problem.
Proof. The correctness of the BD-CTAS algorithm implies that it gives an optimal
shortest path for each departure-time tdi ∈ λ. The algorithm starts by computing the
shortest path between S and D for departure-times t = td1 and t = tdk . Assume that the
arrival times of these shortest paths at D are ta1 and tam . Using this information, the
trace-time interval for the trace search from D is now set to λrev = [ta1 . . . tam ]. We now
prove the correctness of the BD-CTAS in an incremental fashion over all departure-times
tdi ∈ λ.
Initial Step (tdi = td1 ): We have used known algorithms [16] in this step to compute the
arrival time ta1 and hence its correctness is trivially established. Following this, the
algorithm starts a forward search from S with departure-time td1 and a trace search
from D with a trace-time ta1 . This iteration can either terminate on impromptu termination condition or the forward search closing D. The correctness in case of impromptu
rendezvous termination is established through the fact that ta1 was the actual arrival
time at the destination (thus guaranteed not to be an overestimate). Correctness of the
second case (forward search closing node D) is established through the correctness of
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CTAS algorithm [34].
General case (tdi ∈ [td2 td3 . . . tdk ]): Without loss of generality assume that the above
initial step gave us a shortest path between S and D for times td1 through tdi − 1.
Let the next departure-time of forward and trace-time of trace search be tdi and tai
respectively. Using Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 we know that trace-time tai is not an
overestimate. Thus, the correctness of the next iteration of the BD-CTAS algorithm is
guaranteed. This process continues until all the tdi ∈ λ are covered. This proves the
correctness of the algorithm.

4.5

Asymptotic complexity of Critical-Time-Point based
approaches

In this section, we provide detailed asymptotic complexity analysis for CTP based approaches (both BD-CTAS and CTAS algorithms). We also compare the complexity of
proposed algorithms with related work and provide an intuitive explanation of our dominance zone. Additionally, we also provide a formal argument (Theorem 3) for superior
performance of BD-CTAS over CTAS algorithm [34] for the ALSP problem.
Space Complexity: The total space complexity of BD-CTAS (or CTAS) consists of
two key components. First, space required for storing the ST network for the use of
algorithms. In this work, we used time-aggregate graph [16] representation for storing
the ST network. The space complexity of this data structure is O(m + n)H [16], where
n and m are the number of nodes and edges in the underlying spatial network. H is
number of distinct departure-times for which travel-time information (of each edge) is
available in the dataset.
The second component in the total space complexity comes from space required for
storing the priority queue. At any instant during the execution of the inner loop in
BD-CTAS (lines 11–19 of Algorithm 2) or CTAS (lines 3–13 of Algorithm 1 in [34]),
there can be at most indegree(v) paths terminating at node v. Now, if path ending on
v, P v , is expanded, v is closed for the current departure-time and P v is expanded (if
it is not the destination node). Following this at most indegree(v) − 1 paths would be
deleted from the priority queue. Thus, we can say at any instant during the execution,
P|V |
the total number of paths in the priority queue would at most be
i=1 degree(vi )
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(degree(vi ) ≤ indegree(vi )), which is O(m). Now, each of these O(m) paths would
have a path function represented as a time series of length #departure − times, which
in worst case can have O(H) items. Therefore, the total space of priority queue would
be O(mH). Combining with the space complexity of time-aggregate graph, the total
space complexity would be O(m + n)H.
Time Complexity: The total running time cost of CTAS and BD-CTAS algorithms
can be presented in terms of the following: (a) #f orecasted − CT P s, i.e., the number of re-computations performed for a particular instance of the ALSP problem and;
(b) cost of one iteration, i.e., the cost of determining a single sub-interval optimal
lagrangian path. Both CTAS and BD-CTAS algorithms determine the solution of an
ALSP problem instance by finding series of sub-interval optimal lagrangian paths (a
dyad of a path Pi and set of time instants ωi ). The next departure-time outside ωi
being the forecasted critical time point. Thus, the overall cost incurred while solving a
particular instance would be #f orecasted − CT P s × cost of one iteration
Cost of computing one sub-interval optimal lagrangian path is of the same order
in both CTAS and BD-CTAS algorithms. The difference in performance of the algorithms is due to #f orecasted − CT P s during the run-time. The BD-CTAS algorithm
encounters much less number of CTPs during run-time due to its bi-directional nature.
The bi-directional nature of BD-CTAS algorithm allows it to explore much less (and
potentially more relevant) search space, creating fewer irrelevant critical time points (as
also seen in experimental analysis, Section 4.6). We now provide a detail description of
cost of finding one sub-interval optimal lagrangian path.
The inner most loop in CTAS algorithm (lines 3–13 of Algorithm 1 in [34]) and BDCTAS algorithm (lines 11–19 in of Algorithm 2) computes a single sub-interval optimal
lagrangian path. In CTAS algorithm, this loop is characterized by the following: (1)
extract path function (P f min ) with the least value of arrival time (for the current
departure-time) from the priority queue, assume this corresponds to a path P v with
the terminal node v; (2) compute the earliest intersection of P f min with other path
functions present in the priority queue, (3) expand the path P v to create path functions
to its open neighbors and, (d) delete paths ending on node v from the priority queue.
The inner most loop of the BD-CTAS algorithm also performs the same steps once for
each of forward and the trace search respectively. we now describe the cost of each
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of these operations and number of times they are performed during computation of a
single sub-interval optimal lagrangian path. These costs are for a binary heap-based
implementation of the priority queues.
1. Extracting P f min (path function in P v : For a binary-heap implementation, this
cost would be O(log m) (since there can be O(m) paths in the queue). Since there
can be at most n extract mins (when destination is discovered last), the total cost
of extracting all the P f min s would be O(n log m).
2. Compute earliest intersection of P f min : For a path function with T values (#depature−
times in ALSP instance (λ)=T ), computing earliest intersection with any particular path function can take O(T ) in worst case. Total cost of computing earliest intersection of a single P f min would be O(T )×sizeof −priority−queue ≈ O(mT ).
Overall, for n such operations the cost would be O(nmT ).
3. Expand P v to create path functions to v’s neighbors: This would correspond to at
most outdegree(v) inserts into the priority queue. In worst case, there can be O(n)
P|V |
expands which would lead to
i=1 outdegree(vi ) (≈ O(m) as outdegree(vi ) ≤

degree(vi )) inserts into the priority queue. Thus, the total cost of expanding P v s
would be O(m log m) (with O(log m) as cost of single insert key).

4. Delete paths ending on v: When a path ending at node v is extracted, at most
indegree(v) paths would be deleted from the priority queue. Thus, in worst
case there would be O(m) deletes from the priority queue with a total cost of
O(m log m).
Thus, the cost of computing one sub-interval optimal lagrangian path for CTAS
and BD-CTAS would be sum of all above cost, which is O(n log m + m log m + nmT ).
Combined with the number of CTPs, the total cost of CTAS (and BD-CTAS) would
be #f orecasted − CT P s × O(n log m + m log m + nmT ). Now, in worst case both
#f orecasted − CT P s and #depature − times in ALSP instance could be O(H). This
could happen when the given ALSP instance required an re-computation for each of the
H time instants available in the ST network dataset. This would make the total worst
case time complexity to be H × O(n log m + m log m + nmH).
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4.5.1

Comparison with related work and dominance zone

Before we delve into the details of the actual comparison, it is important to note the
difference in the worst case complexity of discrete and continuous versions of the ALSP
problem. In the discrete version of the problem, the travel-times of edges are modeled
as a discrete time series. And, between two distinct departure-times the travel-time is
assumed to remain constant. On the other hand, in the continuous version, the traveltime is modeled using continuous functions e.g., piece-wise linear functions. Depending
on the nature of problem (discrete vs continuous) the worst case complexity changes. In
case of discrete version, the number of re-computations are bounded by #departure −
times (λ) desired in the problem instance which, as mentioned before, in worst case
can be H. This means that in worst case, we just need to compute shortest path
H times. Whereas, in case of continuous functions, the same worst case complexity
becomes nΘ(log n) (where n is the number nodes in the graph) [59]. In other words, we
may have to re-compute the shortest path nΘ(log n) times, which is clearly prohibitive
for real graphs of large sizes.
The worst case run-time complexity of 2S-LTT [3] is O((n log n + m)α(H)), where
α() is the cost of maintaining the piece-wise linear function over a time interval of length
H. For a discrete case, where edge costs are represented as time-series (this paper), this
complexity becomes O((n log n + m)H). Time complexity of allFP was not mentioned
in [51] and thus comparison with it is limited to experiments.
As can be seen critical time point (CTP) based approaches (CTAS and BD-CTAS)
have higher worst case time complexity (H × O(n log m + m log m + nmH)). This is
because both CTAS and BD-CTAS do more amount of additional work in terms of
book-keeping and comparing entire times-series of arrival time information to eliminate
all knowable redundant re-computation. The performance gained by reducing redundant work and its associated additional cost creates a trade off, making CTP based
approaches more expensive when several of them are forecasted during the execution
of the algorithms. Among CTAS and BD-CTAS algorithms, BD-CTAS can be shown
(Theorem 3 in Section 4.5) to perform less re-computations than CTAS algorithm.
Theorem 3. Given an ALSP instance on a ST network G = (V, E), the number of
critical-time points forcasted by the BD-CTAS algorithm does not exceed that of the
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CTAS algorithm.
Proof. For simplicity, we assume that the travel time function δe associated with every
edge e ∈ E maps each departure time to either 1 or ∞, i.e., δe ) : t → {1, ∞}. For an
equitable comparison between BD-CTAS and CTAS, we make two assumptions: First,
δe exhibits a strong fifo property. This means each edge e ∈ E has a travel time of 1
time unit up to a certain departure time and then changes to ∞ and remains that way.
Second, the shortest path between any nodes in the ST network is unique for any given
departure time.
Consider an ALSP instance with source s, destination d and departure-time interval
λ = [td1 td2 td3 . . . tdk ]. Without loss of generality assume that a shortest path between
s and d exists and is of finite length for all departure times in λ.
Both BD-CTAS and CTAS would start from the departure-time td1 and forecast the
next critical time point, tdnt ∈ λ, for re-computation. Here, we argue that tdnt − td1
for BD-CTAS would not be lower than that for CTAS algorithm. It would be exactly
the same if the BD-CTAS terminates with the forward search closing the destination,
in which case it behaves exactly like CTAS. Thus, wlg., we assume that the BD-CTAS
algorithm terminated on the impromptu rendezvous condition. Let v be the common
node closed by both forward and trace searches with the same label. Let d(s, d)f or denote
the shortest travel time distance from s as determined by forward search, and d(v, d)tra
be the distance to d from v as determined by the trace search. Also, let d(s, d)CT AS
be the distance computed by CTAS. Using the correctness of the BD-CTAS algorithm
(Theorem 2) we have the following equation: d(s, d)CT AS = d(s, v)f or + d(v, d)tra .
Now given the construction of our ST network (edge costs can only be 1 or ∞), the
number of nodes closed during the search would have a direct relation (e.g. monotonically increasing) to the shortest distance d(s, d)CT AS (d(s, v)f or and d(v, d)tra in the
case of forward and trace searches) computed by the CTAS algorithm. Let F be a
function which maps this distance onto the number of nodes closed during the search
before setting this optimal distance label. Note that F would be the same for the forward, trace and CTAS algorithm as they share the same candidate path enumeration
style

2

. We assume that this function is super-linear (nx , x > 1) in nature for our

ST network. This assumption is intuitive since the search space of forward, trace and
2

extract min from priority queue and expand the terminal node using δ of its neighbors
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CTAS algorithm are likely to be “circular” around the origin as we do not use A* based
heuristics. Also, the codomain of F would only consist of positive integers (trivially).
On applying F to both sides of the above equation, we have:


F d(s, d)CT AS ? F d(s, v)f or + d(v, d)tra
Given that F is a super-linear.



F d(s, d)CT AS ≥ F d(s, v)f or + F d(v, d)tra

Let G be a function which maps the number of nodes closed onto the difference
between the current departure time and the forecasted CTP (tdnt − td1 in this case).
These entities are conceived to have an inverse relation (e.g. monotonically decreasing)
between them, which means that as more nodes are closed, the more likely the search
will forecast a CTP very close to current departure time. This is intuitive since a direct
relation would not be feasible unless the edge weights were negative. We assume that
G is not sub-linear, i.e., it is at least linear. Applying G to both sides of the previous
equation, we have:





G F d(s, d)CT AS
≤ G F d(s, v)f or + F d(v, d)tra

Given that G is monotonically decreasing and the codomain of F consists only of
positive integers (discrete nature of time),


G F d(s, d)CT AS



(


 

≤ min G F d(s, v)f or , G F d(v, d)tra

)

Recall that BD-CTAS takes the minimum among, forward CTP, trace CTP and
lagrangian agreement duration (lag − dur), for determining the next departure and
trace time. This is done to determine the maximum length of time for which there is
agreement between forward and trace search. So the above equation becomes:
)
(


 


G F d(s, d)CT AS ? min G F d(s, v)f or , G F d(v, d)tra , lag − dur

Given that shortest path is assumed to be unique, a min (in above equation) coming
from lag − dur would imply that shortest path does indeed change for departure time
lag − dur + 1. Under the correctness claim of the CTAS algorithm this would mean that


G F d(s, d)CT AS = lag − dur. Thus,
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(
)



 

G F d(s, d)CT AS
≤ min G F d(s, v)f or , G F d(v, d)tra , lag − dur
Applying this argument repeatedly over all of λ would show that the number of
CTPs forecasted by BD-CTAS algorithm would not exceed the number forecasted by
CTAS.

4.6

Experimental evaluation

Experimental setup: The overall goal of the experimental evaluation was to characterize the dominance zone of the proposed BD-CTAS algorithm. To this end, the
following parameters were varied in the experiments: (a) length of the departure-time
interval over which shortest paths were desired (|λ|), (b) length of the route in terms of
its total travel time in minutes, and (c) time of day (rush hour vs non-rush hours). The
experiments were carried on one real and two synthetic datasets over the road network
of Hennepin county, Minnesota. The real dataset (provided by NAVTEQ [56]) contained
1481 nodes and 4510 edges. Travel-time information on all these edges was available at
a time quanta of 15mins. For experimental purposes, travel-times were converted into
time quanta of 1 min. This was done by replicating the data inside time interval. To
maintain the correctness of the BD-CTAS algorithm, we extracted only those sets of
departure-times where the edge followed the strong fifo property. One of the synthetic
dataset contained 54593 nodes and 166970 edges, whereas the other had 102709 nodes
and 302380 edges. Both of these datasets were created by first extracting the road
network from open street map [60] and then adding a variation to the static travel-time
of the edges to mimic its increase in the rush hour. This was done by increasing the
travel-time after a randomly chosen departure-time during the rush hour.
In our experiments, we first randomly choose a set of different queries (each with
different parameters) and then executed them on BD-CTAS, CTAS [34], Discrete version
of 2S-LTT [3], Discrete version of allFP [51] and a naive approach of computing shortest
path for each departure-time using SP-TAG [16]. Comparison against the A* versions
of the related work algorithms is out scope of this paper. For each of these queries, we
measured the total run-time in seconds. The total number of re-computations saved by
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Figure 4.12: Effect of length of departure time interval (|λ|)
CTAS, BD-CTAS and Discrete 2S-LTT was also recorded for each run. The number
of re-computations saved is defined as the difference between #departure-times and
#forecasted-CTPs for the given ALSP problem instance. Experiments were conducted
on an Intel Quad Core Linux workstation with a 3.40GHz CPU and 16GB RAM. We
now discuss our results starting with our real dataset and followed by synthetic datasets.
Comparison with CTAS algorithm Effect of length of departure time interval (|λ|):
We evaluated the effect of length of departure-time interval (|λ|) over which the shortest
path was desired. Figure 4.12(a) and Figure 4.12(b) show the run-times for a route of
length (total travel time) of 20mins. Figure 4.12(c) and Figure 4.12(d) show the runtimes for a route of length 40mins. Here, the length of the route refers to the time
required to travel through these routes during non-rush hours (e.g. midnight). The
experiments showed that run-times of both the algorithms increase with |λ|, but the
run-time of BD-CTAS algorithm rises much more slowly than CTAS. This is because
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BD-CTAS uses a bi-directional based search space, creating a much smaller number of
irrelevant CTPs. Experiments also showed that more saving occurred during non-rush
hours.
Effect of total travel time of path: We also evaluated the effect of length of the path
(in terms of its total travel time) on the candidate algorithms. Figure 4.13 shows the
execution time as the total travel time of the path was varied. As can be seen, the
runtime of both the algorithms increased with increasing path length. However, the
run-time of BD-CTAS rises much more slowly.
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Figure 4.13: Effect of total travel time of path.
Number of re-computations saved in BD-CTAS: Figure 4.14 shows that BD-CTAS
algorithm performed much less number of re-computations than CTAS.
Effect of time of the day (rush hour vs non-rush hours) Experiments showed that
better performance was obtained for non-rush hours than rush hours (see Figure 4.13,
Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.14). This is because there were fewer intersections among the
path-functions.
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Figure 4.14: Number of re-computations saved.
Comparison with Naive algorithm: In general, BD-CTAS performed better than
the naive approach. However, for routes lengths greater than 40mins and |λ| ≥ 200,
SP-TAG started giving quicker response time during rush-hours (see Figure 4.12(d) and
Figure 4.13(d)). A similar observation was made for non-rush hours as well, but for
|λ| > 500. This is because, longer routes and departure-time intervals create a large
number of forecasted CTPs and thus, it is much faster to simply instantiate the SPTAG algorithm for all the departure-times. Recall that both BD-CTAS and CTAS
achieve their performance benefits by making conservative estimates of the departuretimes which can be skipped. This is achieved through additional book-keeping and
processing over a common label setting algorithm like SP-TAG. Thus, it is conceivable
that computational costs associated with additional book-keeping and processing may
start to outweigh the gains obtained by skipping some departure-times when the number
of critical time points is large.
Comparison with the Discrete 2S-LTT algorithm During rush hours, on longer
paths (greater than 40mins), 2S-LTT was able to save more re-computations than BDCTAS algorithm (Figure 4.14(b)) on ALSP instance with |λ| ≥ 300 usually resulting
in better run-time (Figure 4.12(d)). This is because, in our approach, when a path
is expanded, we compute the intersection point with all the other paths (possible terminating on different nodes) present in the priority queue to ensure correctness. This
sometimes forecasts CTPs which are irrelevant to the ALSP instance. Whereas, 2S-LTT
compares the cost of current path against the earliest feasible cost to the same terminal
node (as the current path) along other paths. This approach, though may not be able to
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close the node for longer times (as discussed earlier), but might forecast fewer irrelevant
CTPs.
Comparison with Discrete allFP algorithm: Our experimental analysis shows that
the run-time of the allFP algorithm rises sharply with length (i.e., total travel time) of
the route (see Figure 4.15). In contrast, our approach was much less sensitive to length of
the route. Due to this limitation allFP was not included in further experiments. Figure
4.15 shows that the BD-CTAS algorithm is faster than allFP algorithm by several orders
of magnitude.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison with allFP algorithm.
Experiments synthetic datasets: Figure 4.16 illustrates the results on synthetic
datasets. This experiment revealed trade-offs similar to the ones observed in the real
datasets, i.e., both BD-CTAS and CTAS gain performance by skipping some departuretimes. However, the additional cost of book-keeping and processing starts to out-weigh
the benefits for cases with longer path-length and more #departure−times due to more
CTPs. Further, our experiments also highlighted that the algorithms were in general
slightly slower on larger datasets due to the larger size of TAG data-structure.
Discussion: A naive approach for solving the ALSP problem involves computing a
shortest path for each departure time using a time-generalized version of Dijkstra’s
[15–22]. However, this leads to redundant re-computation of the shortest path across
consecutive departure times sharing a common solution, creating an computational
bottleneck for ALSP instances with long departure time intervals. For instance, in our
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Figure 4.16: Experiments on synthetic datasets.
earlier University-Airport ALSP instance (Figure 3.1), it would have been computationally redundant to compute shortest path for departure-times 7:45, 8:00, 8:15 and 8:30
as the solution does not change.

4.7

Conclusions and Future work

The All-departure-time shortest Lagrangian shortest path problem (ALSP) is a key component of applications in transportation networks. ALSP is a challenging problem due to
non-stationarity of the spatio-temporal network. A naive approach of re-computing the
shortest path for each departure time incurs redundant computation across time instants
sharing a common solution. The proposed critical-time-point based approaches (CTAS
and BD-CTAS) reduces this redundancy by determining the departure times when the
ranking among the alternate paths between the source and destination changes. Theoretical and experimental analysis show that this approach is more efficient particularly
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when the number of critical time points is small.
In the future we plan to extend the BD-CTAS algorithm by developing an A* based
approach on continuous models [17]. We also plan to generalize the proposed algorithm
to non-FIFO networks. Further, we plan to explore alternative approaches similar to [61]
for solving ALSP. Performance of CTAS and BD-CTAS will also be evaluated on larger
real datasets. We also plan to extend critical-time point based approaches to other
problems on ST networks.

Chapter 5

Temporally Detailed Social
Network Analytics
Given the ever-increasing proliferation of mobile and online social networking platforms,
social interactions can increasingly be observed and studied at a fine temporal scale.
Data from these platforms typically consists of time-stamped social events. These social
events can represent several types of social interactions such as emails, phone calls,
post-comment interactions, co-location pairs, etc. A time-stamped social event can be
described as a relational tuple <Ai ,Aj ,T >, where Ai and Aj are the two individuals
(or agents) who were interacting, and T is the time-stamp when this was observed.
Such an event creates a temporary link between Ai and Aj , which can then be used
in a time-aware analysis. A time-aware analysis can either consider the social events
individually (e.g. change detection in streams) or could first create a set of frames
containing interactions among members of a specific social system (e.g., employees of a
university). Here, each frame would either contain events that occurred at a specific time
point or comprise of all the events spread over a certain time duration (e.g., hour, day,
week, etc.). A collection of all such frames (over a time window) recording interactions
among the members of the same social system is referred to as a Temporally Detailed
(TD) social network in this paper. Figure 5.1 illustrates a sample TD social network
among W,X,A,C,D,U,U and Y. Here, an edge between two individuals denotes a social
interaction.
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Figure 5.1: Sample Temporally-Detailed Social Network (best in color).
In this chapter, given a TD social network, we explore the computational challenges
underlying a potential realization of what we refer to as temporally-detailed (TD) social
network analytics. TD social network analytics can answer novel time-aware questions
on the underlying social system. Examples include: “How did the betweenness centrality
of an individual vary over past year?” “How is the closeness centrality of a person
changing over time?” Etc. To this end, several pilot studies [13, 14, 29, 30, 62] have
extended the traditional centrality metrics such as Betweenness and Closeness for TD
social networks. These extended metrics capture the dynamics of the underlying social
system and thus provide a better opportunity to understand its evolutionary behavior.
However, a TD social network still poses significant challenges for a computationally
scalable realization of TD social network analytics. For instance, the shortest path
between any two individuals in a TD social network–a key component in the extended
versions of Betweenness and Closeness [13, 14, 29, 30]–is not stationary across time. As
an example, in our previous TD social network shown in Figure 5.1, the shortest path
between W and U passes through A for times t = 1,t = 2 and t = 3. Whereas, the same
passes through C for times t=4 and t=5. Note that for sake of simplicity, we did not
consider the temporal order of edges in this example, which is important while analyzing
a TD social network as noted by other works as well [13,14,29,30]. It is important to note
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that non-stationarity can be seen when we consider temporal order of edges as well. If we
consider the temporal order of the edges in Figure 5.1, then the shortest path between
W and U passes through A only for times t = 1 and t = 2. This non-stationarity
present in TD social networks violates the stationary ranking assumptions [63, 64] of
classical dynamic programming (DP) based techniques (e.g. Dijkstras and its variants),
and thus, makes it non-trivial to use them for computing the temporal extensions of
shortest-path-based centrality metrics such as Betweenness and Closeness.
Current works [13, 14, 29, 30] intrinsically resort to re-computing the shortest paths
(using a DP based technique) for all the times (for which the network is desired to
be analyzed) while calculating the temporal extensions of Betweenness and Closeness.
This approach yields a correct answer as given a particular time point, the ranking
among paths is stationary. One could indeed use a DP based technique to re-compute
the shortest paths (or the shortest path tree) and the centrality metric for each time
point individually (as done in the related work). While such an approach provides a
correct answer, it performs redundant work across times sharing a common solution.
For instance, in our previous sample shown in Figure 5.1, the shortest path tree rooted
at W does not change across t = 1,t = 2 and t = 3. Thus, it would be computationally
redundant to re-compute the shortest path tree for t = 2 and t = 3 as the solution did
not change. Such redundant work becomes a major computational bottleneck in case
of large TD social networks observed for a long time-interval.
In this chapter, we propose to reduce this redundant re-computation through our
novel approach of epoch-points. Epoch-points are the time points when the shortest path
tree rooted a node changes. For example, in our previous sample shown in Figure 5.1,
t = 1 (trivially), t = 4 and t = 6 form the epoch-points for the shortest path tree rooted
at W. Epoch-points can be computed using one of the two strategies, pre-computing
or lazy. In a pre-computing based method, all the candidate solutions (spanning trees)
are enumerated and compared to determine the best tree for each time. This approach,
however, would become a bottleneck in case of a large TD social network. To this end,
we propose to use the lazy technique which computes epoch-points on-the-fly. The key
insight in a lazy approach is that immediately after the computation of the shortest path
tree for the earliest (nth ) time, one has adequate information to forecast the first (nth )
epoch-point. Epoch-point based algorithms for computing the temporal extensions of
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shortest-path-based centrality metrics such as Betweenness [13, 14, 29, 30] show better
scalability by reducing the work across time-points sharing a common solution.
Contributions: This chapter makes following contributions:
1. We introduce epoch-point based approaches as a computational technique for temporally detailed analytics on TD social networks.
2. We propose a novel data structure called temporally-detailed priority queue helps
in computing epoch-points on the fly (the lazy approach of computing epochpoints).
3. We propose an epoch-point based algorithm called EBETS for computing temporal
extensions of Betweenness centrality. Note that EBETS can be easily modified
to compute temporal extensions of closeness centrality as well. For purposes of
brevity, we chose not to include that extension in the paper.
4. We prove the correctness and completeness of our proposed approach.
5. We evaluate EBETS experimentally via real datasets.
6. We provide an empirical comparison of temporal extension of betweenness centrality and traditional betweenness centrality on a real dataset.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 5.1 describes the basic concepts (e.g., representation models for TD social networks) and defines the problem of
temporally-detailed social network analytics. In Section 5.2, we propose the concept
of epoch-points for the problem of temporally-detailed social network analytics and describe our temporally-detailed priority queue to compute them on-the-fly. We propose
an epoch-point based algorithm called EBETS for computing the temporal extension
of betweenness centrality in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, we prove the correctness and
completeness our epoch-point based algorithm. The experimental evaluation of our
algorithm is given in Section 5.5. Empirical comparison of temporal extension of betweenness centrality and traditional betweenness centrality in given in Section 5.6. We
conclude this chapter in Section 5.7.
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5.1
5.1.1

Basic Concepts and Problem Definition
Background on Representational models

A temporally-detailed (TD) social network can be conceptually represented in multiple.
Current representational models used for TD social networks can be broadly classified
into following two: (a) Snapshot based or (b) Explicit flow-path based models. It is
important to note that choice of model depends on the ‘social phenomena’ being studied.
We now briefly describe both these kind of models and give an intuition on when they
are preferred.
Snapshot model: This model represents the temporally-detailed social network as
a series of snapshots taken at different time instants. Here, each snapshot can either
comprise of all the social events that happened at a specific time instant or can be
an aggregation of all the events which happened over a certain time window (e.g.,
hour, day etc.). Figure 5.1 uses this model to represent a sample temporally-detailed
social network. This kind of models are most suitable for studying temporally evolving
patterns of activity of individuals [65], creation of temporally linked structures [66],
addition of social links [67] etc.
Explicit flow-path models: These models are based on the idea of representing the
temporal relationship among events upfront. For example, a sample temporal relationship could be based on the idea of “which temporally ordered events could imply a
potential flow of information in the network?” Importance of these kind of models was
highlighted by many works [29, 68–71] which focused on studying information flow in a
social network. The basic idea proposed by these works being that “Information flows
along the network in time.” To this end, representational models [13, 14] were proposed
in literature which show the temporal relationship of social event upfront. We refer to
them as ‘explicit flow-path models.’ Figure 5.2 illustrates one such approach with the
social event data shown in Figure 5.1. Here, the node corresponding to every agent is
replicated across the time instants and directed edges, representing a potential information flow, are added in a “temporally-ordered” sense. For instance, consider a potential
flow path W → A → U which starts at W at t = 1 and reaches U at t = 3 via A
(assuming that it takes one time unit for the information to flow on an edge). This flow
path is implied through following two directed edges (shown in bold in Figure 5.2) in
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Figure 5.2: Explicit flow-path models (best in color).
the graph: (a) an edge between the copy of node W at t = 1 and A at t = 2, and (b)
an edge between the copy of node A at t = 2 and U at t = 3.
Snapshot models vs Explicit flow-path models: Both snapshot and explicit flowpath models represent the same social event data but in two different ways. Further,
one representation can be easily converted into another, i.e, snapshot based models
can also be used to study flow based questions (by considering events across snapshots).
And similarly, explicit flow-path based models can be used to study temporally evolving
patterns, potentially seen upfront in a snapshot based model.
In this paper, we will use a compressed version of snapshot based models to describe
our work. These are called as Time aggregated graphs [37]. In this model, we assign a
time series, called an interaction time series, to each edge. This time series captures the
time instants at which interactions have occurred. Figure 5.3 illustrates this model with
the TD social network shown in Figure 5.1. Here, edge (W, A) is associated with an
interaction time series [1 1 1 X X X X]. This implies that W interacted with A at times
t = 1, 2, 3. Using this model, the information flow paths can also be easily retrieved
by following the edges in a temporally-ordered fashion. Figure 5.3 also illustrates our
previous information flow path W → A → U which starts at W at t = 1 and reaches U
at t = 3 via A.
Problem Definition: The problem of temporally-detailed social network analytics
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Figure 5.3: Time aggregated graph
(TDSNA) is defined as follows:
Input: (a) Temporally-detailed social network; (b) Shortest path based centrality metrics (e.g., betweenness and closeness)
Output: An algorithm design paradigm for computing these metrics over an discrete
interval of time.
Objective: Computational scalability.
Constraints: Correctness and completeness of the solution.

5.2

Computational Structure of TD social network analytics

A nave approach for the TDSNA problem could be to repeatedly re-compute the shortest path tree using a DP based algorithm for each time. However, this would incur
redundant re-computation across times sharing a common solution, leading to a severe
computational bottleneck in case of long time-intervals for large TD social networks. To
reduce this computational cost, we propose the notion of epoch-points which divide the
given time-interval into a set of disjoint sub-intervals in which the ranking among alternative candidate paths is stationary. Within these intervals, the shortest path tree can
now be computed using a single run of a dynamic programming (DP) based algorithm.
The advantage of such an approach is that we would not compute the shortest path tree
for many times in the given interval. We would re-compute only at the epoch-points
without missing any time instant in the given time-interval where the shortest path tree
can change. Note that the shortest path tree rooted at any node is not unique. It just
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Figure 5.4: Shortest path tree rooted at node W for different times.
represents ‘a’ shortest path to the internal and leaf nodes of the tree from its root. To
this end, we define epoch-points in terms of the maximum duration of ‘optimality’ of
the current shortest path tree. Epoch-points are formally defined in Definition 1.
Definition 1. Epoch-Points Given a shortest path tree ST ree(v) for a time t = tcur
which is rooted at node v and contains nodes U = {u1 , u2 , . . . , uk }. The earliest time
instant tepoch > tcur is a epoch-point with respect to ST ree(v) if one of the following
holds:
1. There is a path P (at t = tepoch ) from v to some ui ∈ U which is shorter than the
current path in ST ree(v).
2. The current path to some ui ∈ U in ST ree(v) no longer exists at t = tepoch .
3. There is a node w ∈
/ U which is reachable from v at time t = tepoch .
Figure 5.4 illustrates the proposed idea of epoch-points for the shortest path tree
rooted at W for the TD social network shown in Figure 5.1. The figure shows that the
shortest path tree rooted at node W changes at t = 1 (trivially), t = 4, and t = 6 making
them the epoch-points in this case. Note that the trees represented in Figure 5.1 are
constructed based on the snapshot model where the temporal order of edges was not
considered. Basically, each shortest path tree in Figure 5.4 corresponds to an instance
of Dijsktra’s (from node W) on each of the 6 snapshots in Figure 5.1. These trees would
be slightly different if we consider temporal order of edges (for modeling flows). We did
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not consider them in this example for ease of communication. Note, that the concept
of Epoch-Points is valid for both snapshot and flow-path based studies. Just “what
constitutes a shortest path?” changes across snapshot and flow-path based studies. In
a flow-path based study, the edges must be considered in a temporally-ordered fashion.
A key challenge in designing an epoch-point based algorithm for the TDSNA problem is to minimize the amount of time needed to compute the epoch-points while
ensuring correctness and completeness. Epoch-points can be computed in two ways,
pre-computing strategy or a lazy strategy. In a pre-computing based method, all the
candidate solutions (spanning trees) are enumerated and compared to determine the
best tree for each time. This approach, however, may become a computational bottleneck in the case of a temporally-detailed social network, as there can be large number
of candidate spanning trees. In this paper, we investigate the lazy technique, which
computes epoch-points on-the-fly while exploring candidate paths. The key insight in
a lazy approach is that immediately after the computation of the shortest path tree for
the first (nth ) time, one has adequate information to forecast the first (nth ) epoch-point.
In our previous example of shortest path tree of node W, this would mean that, after
computing the shortest path at t = 1 we could forecast t = 4 as the next epoch-point for
the re-computation to start. In other words, a single logical work-unit of the proposed
algorithm would be: “compute the shortest path tree for one time and forecast the next
epoch-point for re-computation.”
An epoch-point is forecasted through the use of a modified priority queue, which
we call as a temporally-detailed (TD) priority queue. Table 5.1 illustrates its
properties in contrast the regular priority queues. Unlike a regular priority queue,
whose elements are scalar values, a TD priority queue is composed of time-series of
values. For our shortest path tree problem, a time-series in this queue would contain
the cost along a path to a node in the open list for the times under consideration.
The queue is ordered on the current time (tord in Table 5.1) under consideration. For
instance, in our previous example of shortest path tree of node W over the time interval
[1 6], we would order the queue based on costs for t = 1 for the first logical work-unit
and then for the forecasted epoch-point for the second work unit, and so on. Apart
from the standard priority queue operations such as insert, extract-min, update-key,
we have a new operation called “forecast-epoch-point.” This new operation is called
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Properties/operations
Keys
Ordering
Insert operation
Update-Key operation
Extract-Min

Forecast-Epoch-Point

Table 5.1:

Priority
Queue
Scalar
values
Ascending or
Descending
Inserts
scalar value
Updates a
scalar value
Returns a
scalar with
lowest cost
--Not
Available--

Temporally-Detailed
Priority Queue
Time-series of values
Ascending or Descending on
a time index tord
Inserts a time-series
Updates an entire
time-series
Returns a time-series with
least value of tord
Maximum time tept (>
tord )
for which the previous
extract-min has least value
among all keys in the queue

Priority Queue vs Temporally-Detailed Priority Queue.

at the end of each extract-min, at that stage it compares the time-series corresponding
to the extract-min with the other time-series in the queue to determine the maximum
time duration (beyond tord ) for which the chosen time-series has the lowest value. This
value is stored in an auxiliary data-structure as a “potential epoch-point.” At any stage
during the execution, we have the following loop invariant:
Proposition 1. The choices (i.e., extract-mins from the TD priority queue) made
during execution hold their validity for all the times between the time for which the
queue is ordered (trivially) and the min{potential epoch-points observed so far}.
Using this loop invariant and exploring the paths in a greedy fashion (similar to
Dijkstra’s enumeration style), when we expand (extract-min + forecast-epoch-point) a
node v, we have a shortest path between the root of the tree to v which is optimal for all
the times between tord (on which the queue was ordered) and the min{potential epochpoints observed so far}. This min{potential epoch-points} then becomes the forecasted
epoch-point when the re-computation starts.
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5.3

Epoch based Betweenness Centrality

Figure 5.5: Sample temporally-detailed social network.
This section describes a general epoch-point based algorithm for computing temporal
extension of betweenness centrality on a temporally-detailed social network. A key
component of this computation would be to determine shortest paths between all pairs
of nodes for either all the times or for a given range of time instants. As mentioned
previously, these shortest paths could change with time. As soon as the optimal shortest
path to a node in the tree changes, we deem the shortest path tree to has changed
(ref Definition 1). The time points where these changes happen are termed as the
epoch-points (ref Definition 1). These epoch-points need to be determined in order to
efficiently compute a temporal extension of betweenness centrality [13, 14, 29, 30] for
several time points in a TD social network. Note that, even if the shortest path tree
changes according to Definition 1, the overall betweenness centrality value may not
change. However, in order to ensure correctness, we re-compute the shortest path tree
(and the betweenness centrality) for all the epoch-points as defined in Definition 1.
In order to determine the epoch-points using a temporally-detailed (TD) priority
queue, we need to model the total cost of a path for different time instants which would
be inserted in the TD priority queue as keys. We propose to do this via–what we refer
to–as a path-function. A formal definition of the path-function is given below.
Definition 2. Path-function: A path function is a time series that represents the total
cost of the path from the root of the tree to the end node of path as a function of time.
A path function is determined by combining the interaction time series of its component
edges in a suitable fashion, e.g., in a time-ordered way for modeling information flow.
For instance, consider the path <W ,A,U > in the TD social network shown in Figure
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5.5. This path contains two edges, (W,A) and (A,U). The interaction time series of edge
(W,A) is [1 1 1 1 X X], while that of (A,U) is [1 1 1 1 X X]. Depending on the nature of
the ‘social phenomena’ being studied, these interaction time-series can be combined in
multiple ways. If the ‘social phenomena’ of interest is preferable via a snapshot model,
then these can be simply added (interpreting ‘X’ as +∞) to create the path function of
<W ,A,U > over time instants [1 6] as [2 2 2 2 X X]. This means that length of the path
<W ,A,U > for times t = 1, 2, 3, 4 . . . is two edges, and the path is undefined for times
t = 5, 6.
On other hand, if the ‘social phenomena’ being studied requires modeling information flows then we need to consider the temporal order of interaction events on the
edges [29, 68–71]. Further, the cost of the path is noted in terms of the arrival time
at the end node of the path [14]. In other words, cost of a path, e.g. S-X-Y, for time
t = α is interpreted as “If I start at S at time t = α and traverse S-X-Y, then when
(a time t > α) can I take an outgoing edge from Y?” This boils down to considering
following two aspects: (a) How much time does it take for the information to flow on an
edge? and (b) Is information allowed to wait at a node? Depending on our choices for
item (a) and item (b), the resulting path-function may be different. We now illustrate
the procedure for constructing path-function for modeling flows under following design
decisions: For item (a), we assume it takes 1 time unit for the information to travel
on an edge. And for item (b), we assume that the information is not allowed to wait.
Note that these assumptions are only for illustration purposes, and are not constraints
on our epoch-point based approaches. Usually, these design decisions would depend on
nature of the ‘social phenomena’ being studied.
Consider the interaction time series of edge
(W,A): [1 1 1 1 X X] which denotes that W and
A interacted at times t = 1, 2, 3 and 4. Following
our previous assumptions for item (a) and item
(b), we interpret this interaction time series in following way: If we start at W at time t = 1, 2, 3, 4,
Figure 5.6: Path functions for all we can take the next outgoing edge from A at
times t = 2, 3, 4, 5. Note that ‘X’ is interpreted
the singleton edges.
as “cannot follow this edge” (implemented as +∞). This gives the path-function [2 3
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Figure 5.7: Path function computation for modeling information flows.
4 5 X X] for the edge (W,A). Similarly, we would get the path-function [2 3 4 5 X X]
for the edge (A,U). Figure 5.6 shows the path-functions computed in this way for all
the singleton edges ((W,A), (W,C), (A,U), etc.) in the TD social network illustrated
in Figure 5.5. Now consider the case of determining the path function of <W,A,U>.
Figure 5.7 illustrates this process. If we take the edge W-A at time t = 1, we would
be able to edge (A-U) at time t = 2 and then take the next outgoing edge from node
U at time t = 3. Thus, the value of path-function of <W,A,U> for t = 1 would be
3. Following this process, the complete path-function of <W,A,U> for t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
(under the previous assumptions for item (a) and item (b)) would be [3 4 5 X X]. Note
that a path function for <W,A,U> modeling flows cannot be defined for t = 6 for the
network shown in Figure 5.5 because the network was not ‘observed’ for t = 7 which is
needed if a flow has to modeled for t = 6.
As mentioned previously, different path-functions would be obtained if waiting is
allowed or it takes more than 1 time unit for the information to travel on a edge. For
instance, consider the case when waiting is allowed. Waiting is a natural consequence
when the goal is to model the notion of “lifetime” of an information unit [72–74] flowing
through the network. Waiting can be implemented by incorporating the notion of
maximum wait allowed into the path-function construction. For example, consider
the interaction time series of (C,V) [X X X 1 1 X]. Under the no waiting scheme, this
translated to the path-function: [X X X 5 6 X] (see Figure 5.6). Now, consider the
case when an information unit is allowed to wait for a maximum of 2 time units at
any node. This means if the information has to flow through the edge (C,V) it must
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arrive at node C (or V as this is an undirected edge) by times t = 2, 3, 4 or 5. Case
of t = 4 and t = 5 is trivial as C and V interacted at these times. However, t = 2
and t = 3 imply that the information waits at C (or V) for two and one time units
respectively. In this case, we would get the following path-function for (C,V): [X 5 5 5
6 X]. Note the value 5 for times t = 2 and t = 3 in this path-function, these capture
the notion of maximum wait allowed to be 2 time units. It is important to note that
our proposed epoch-based approaches are transparent to the way the path-functions
are constructed. It retains correctness across both snapshot style and information flow
style paths. However, waiting does play a role on the computational performance of the
proposed algorithm. To this end, we vary this parameter in our experiments (Section
5.5).
Given path-functions of candidate paths, epoch-points are determined by computing
the earliest intersection point between the path functions and ‘X’ is interpreted as +∞.

5.3.1

Basic Concepts of Temporal Betweenness Centrality Metrics

Several works [13, 14, 29, 30] have defined temporal extensions of betweenness centrality.
Although they slightly vary in their formal definition, they share the common underlying
structure given in Equation 5.1. Here, CB (v)[t] denotes the betweenness centrality of a
node v at time t. In the equation, σsd [t] refers to the number of shortest paths between
node s and node d at time t, and σsd (v)[t] refers to the number of shortest paths between
node s and node d that pass through node v at time t. Here, the concept of “shortest
path between node s and node d at time t” was interpreted according to Definition 3.
This interpretation is close to what we refer as “modeling information flows” in this
paper.
CB (v)[t] =

X

∀s6=v6=d∈V

σsd (v)[t]
σsd [t]

(5.1)

Definition 3. Temporal Shortest Path: A path Psd = s, x1 , x2 , x3 . . . , xk , d between
s and d, where s and x1 interacted at time t, is considered to be a shortest path for time
t if it has following two properties.
• All the nodes in Psd should be visited in a temporally ordered sense. This means
that if (xi , xj ) and (xj ,xk ) are two consecutive edges in Psd corresponding to the
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interactions at times txi xj and txj xk , then txi xj < txj xk .
• If there is another path Qsd = s, y1 , y2 , y3 . . . , d between s and d, where s and x1
interacted at time t, then the interaction time of the edge (yk ,d) is not less than
that of (xk ,d), i.e, tyk d ≥ txk d .
In order to study the betweenness centrality of an individual over an time interval, Equation 5.1 was computed repeatedly for all the times in the time-interval of
interest [13, 14, 29, 30]. Internally they used a temporal generalization of path counting
technique proposed in [75]. More specifically, the notion of pair-dependencies in [75] was
generalized to a temporal case. Equation 5.2 shows this generalization for the metric
given in Equation 5.1. Here, δsd (v)[t] denotes the temporal pair-dependencies on node
v at time t.

X

CB (v)[t] =

∀s6=v6=d∈V

=

X

σsd (v)[t]
σsd [t]

δsd (v)[t]

where δsd (v)[t] =

s6=v6=d∈V

=

X

δs· (v)[t]

where δs· (v)[t] =

X

σsd (v)[t]
σsd

(5.2)

δsd (v)[t]

∀d∈V

∀s∈V

Here, a single δs· (v)[t] is computed using Equation 5.3. This is a temporal generalization of Theorem 6 in [75]. This equation is computed using recursive fashion (using
stacks), starting with the last node in a shortest path whose δs· () is initialized to zero.

δs· (v)[t] =

X

w:v∈Ps (w)[t]

σsv (v)[t]
· (1 + δs· (w)[t])
σsw [t]

where Ps (w) = {u ∈ V : u is predecessor to w in a shortest path

(5.3)

(According to Def inition 3) f rom s f or time t}

5.3.2

Epoch-point based BETweenness centrality Solver

Our proposed Epoch-point based BETweenness centrality Solver (EBETS) efficiently
computes the epoch points on the fly without enumerating all the possible candidate
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paths. We do this by using a search and prune strategy (similar to Dijkstra’s algorithm)
coupled with our temporally-detailed priority queues. This ensures bounded exploration
of the space of possible candidate paths while ensuring correctness at the same time.
EBETS employs the previously mentioned temporal generalization of the path counting
technique proposed in [75] to count the number paths passing through any particular
node. The input and output of EBETS are formally defined next.
Input: The input EBETS consists of (a) temporally-detailed social network dataset
over V individuals observed for H time steps and; (b) a time interval λ ⊂ H represented
as discrete time instants
Output: Temporal betweenness centrality (as defined in Equation 5.1) of all individuals v ∈ V for all the time instants t ∈ λ.
Note that the proposed EBETS algorithm can be easily adapted to other variations
of temporal betweenness centrality (apart from Equation 5.1) and temporal shortest
paths (apart from Definition 3).
As mentioned previously, the spirit of an epoch based approach is to efficiently determine the time points (i.e, the epoch points) when the shortest path changes (according
to Defnition 1). Epoch-points would partition the given time interval λ into a set of disjoint sub-intervals, over which the shortest path tree does not change. The sub-interval
SPtree denotes this shortest path tree.
Definition 4. sub-interval SPtree (SP Tv ): A pair of a tree rooted at v and a set of
time instants ωv such that the path from v to any of the nodes in SP Tv is the temporal
shortest path (according to Definition 3) for all the time instants in ωv . In other words,
the shortest path tree SPv is guaranteed not to change during ωv .
The key idea of EBETS is compute successive sub-interval SPtree’s for each node
v ∈ V until all the time instants in the input time-interval λ are covered. For each
sub-interval SPtree, the temporal generalization of pair-dependency (Equation 5.3) is
computed to for the times ωv . These are also summed up during the execution to obtain
the centrality given by Equation 5.1. While computing a sub-interval SPtree, EBETS
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maintains following two tables:
Path Intersection Table: Stores the potential epoch points returned from ForecastEpoch-Point operation of the temporally-detailed priority queue. This table is referred
while determining the next epoch-point for re-computation.
Predecessor Table: Stores all the possible predecessor(s) of a node across possible
temporal shortest paths from the root of tree. This is used to compute Equation 5.3.

Algorithm 3 Epoch-point based BETweenness centrality Solver (EBETS) Algorithm
1: for all nodes s ∈ V do
2:
cur-time ← first time instant in λ
3:
upper-time ← last time instant in λ
4:
while cur-time ≤ upper − time do
5:
Initialize a temporally-detailed priority queue T DP Q
6:
Insert path functions corresponding to neighbors of s into T DP Q
7:
while T DP Q is not empty do
8:
pfmin ← Extract-Min operation on T DP Q
9:
mintail ← Tail node of path corresponding to pfmin
10:
tmin ← Forecast-Epoch-Point operation on T DP Q
11:
Save tmin in the path intersection table
12:
if multiple paths in T DP Q end on mintail then
13:
for all time instants t in interval cur − time through tmin − 1 do
14:
Set the second last node of all the paths (including pfmin ) which have the same cost
pfmin for time t as predecessor mintail
15:
end for
16:
else
17:
Set the second last node in pfmin as the predecessor of mintail for all times cur-time
through tmin
18:
end if
19:
Delete all the paths ending on pftail from T DP Q
20:
Determine the path functions resulting from expansion of the chosen path
21:
Insert the newly determined path functions into T DP Q
22:
end while
23:
cur-time ← min{tmin in path intersection table}
24:
Clear path intersection table
25:
Re-initialize the predecessor table for times greater than cur-time
26:
Compute the dependency of s on each vertex for times between the previous and the cur-time
27:
end while
28: end for

We now provide a detailed description of the EBETS algorithm and illustrative
execution trace on the temporally-detailed social network shown in Figure 5.5. A
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pseudocode of EBETS is shown in Algorithm 3. The outermost for-loop (line 1–28
in Algorithm 3) ensures that the shortest path tree from all the nodes is determined.
Within this for loop, the algorithm computes the shortest path tree of a single node
v for all the time instants in λ by determining successive sub-interval SPtrees rooted
at v. This is done in the while-loop on line 4. Before this, we initialize two variables,
cur-time and upper-time to the first and last time in λ respectively. The while-loop
on line 4 executes until the value of cur-time is less than upper-time. The inner most
while-loop on line 7 determines a single sub-interval SPtree for node v. Here, we first
initialize a temporally-detailed priority queue, T DP Q, with path functions corresponding to immediate neighbors of source node. The queue is ordered based on the values
of the path-functions for time cur-time. The while loop on line 7 runs until T DP Q
is not empty. In each iteration of this while loop, the path function having the least
cost for cur-time (pfmin ) is extracted its corresponding epoch-point is determined using
forecast-epoch-point operation on T DP Q. The forecast-epoch-point operation does this
by computing the earliest (in terms of time) of intersection point of pfmin with the other
path functions in the T DP Q. This intersection point tmin , a potential epoch-point, is
stored in the path intersection table. Note that in the absence of intersection points, the
value of tmin is set to one more than the last time in λ.
Following this, the algorithm determines all the possible predecessors of the tail node
(mintail ) of the path corresponding to pfmin . This is accomplished as follows: We first
choose all the paths in the T DP Q whose tail node is same the as mintail . Now, the
second to last nodes of all these paths are potential predecessors of mintail . Among these
candidates the ones who have the same cost as that of pfmin are stored as predecessors
of mintail (at their corresponding time instants). For example, consider a path <s,x,y>
whose corresponding path function [2 3 4 5 X] was chosen as pfmin . Further, consider
another path function [2 3 4 X X], corresponding to path <s,z,y>, present in the queue.
For convenience, assume that the cur-time was t = 1 (corresponding to the first value in
the path function), tmin would be 5. Here, the node z would be included in predecessors
of node y for times t = 1, 2, 3. Whereas, node x would be included for times t = 1, 2, 3, 4.
This process is accomplished in lines 12–18 of the Algorithm 3. After the predecessors
are determined, other paths ending on mintail are deleted from T DP Q (line 19) and
pfmin is expanded to include each of its neighbors.
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Figure 5.8: EBETS Execution trace: Start of Step 1
The newly determined path functions (line 21) are inserted into T DP Q. This process
continues until T DP Q is empty. Note that when pfmin is expanded, mintail is closed for
cur-time. This means that there cannot be any other path leading to mintail from the
root with a shorter length. After exiting from the inner while loop on line 7, we have a
sub-interval SPtree rooted at node s (as per Line 1) whose optimality is guaranteed for
all times between cur-time and the minimum of tmin s stored in the path intersection
table. Following this EBETS performs following three tasks. First, cur-time (next time
for re-computation) is set to the minimum of tmin s stored in the path intersection table
(line 23 in Algorithm 3). In a worst case scenario, this value could just be the next time
instant in λ. In such a case, the sub-interval SPtree determined by the inner most while
loop would be valid for only one time in λ. Second, the predecessor table is reinitialized
for times greater than the new cur-time. Third, the dependency (given by Equation
5.3) of each of the nodes in the sub-interval SPtree is computed for times between the
previous and the new cur-time.
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5.3.3

Execution trace

We now provide an execution trace of the EBETS on the temporally-detailed social
network shown in Figure 5.5. Here, the set λ = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. For brevity, we only show
the computation of a single sub-interval temporally-ordered SPtree with source W .
For this execution trace, we have the following: (a) Our path-functions are modeling
information flows, (b) It takes 1 time unit for the information to flow on an edge, (c)
Waiting is not allowed.
In the first iteration of the while-loop on line 4 the value of cur-time would be 1 (first
time instant in λ). The inner while-loop on line 7 begins with a temporally-detailed
priority queue initialized with the path functions corresponding to immediate neighbors
of W (see Figure 5.8). Now, the path function having the lowest cost at t = 1 would be
chosen as pfmin on line 8. In this case, the path <W,A> has the lowest cost for t = 1.
The path-function of <W,A> intersects with that of <W,C> at time t = 5 which be
the value of tmin . In other words, forecast-epoch-point would return t = 5, which is
stored in the path intersection table. Now, since there are no other paths ending on
node A in queue, W would be set as the predecessor of A for times 1, 2, 3, 4 (all times
between cur-time and tmin − 1). Lines 20-21 would expand the path <W,A> to insert
the path-function corresponding to <W,A,U> and <W,A,V> (see Figure 5.9) into the
queue.

Figure 5.9: EBETS Execution trace: Start of Step 2

For the second iteration of the while loop on line 7, the algorithm would select the
path <W,C> as pfmin and node C would be closed for time t = 1. Forecast-epoch-point
would consider the intersection of the path function of <W,C> with <W,A,U> at t = 3
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(see Figure 5.9). This intersection point would be stored in the path intersection table.
Now, since there are no paths ending with node C in the queue (see Figure 5.9), W
would be set as the predecessor of C for times t = 1, 2. The algorithm then expands
the path <W,C> and the path-functions corresponding to <W,C,U> and <W,C,V>
are inserted into the queue.

Figure 5.10: EBETS Execution trace: Start of Step 3
In the third iteration of the while loop on line 7, the algorithm would select the
path <W,C,U> as pfmin (ties broken arbitrarily) and node U would be closed for time
t = 1. Forecast-epoch-point would return t = 3 as there is an intersection of the path
function of <W,C,U> with <W,A,U> at t = 3 (see Figure 5.10). This intersection
point is stored in the path intersection table. Now, there are two paths, <W,C,U> and
<W,A,U>, in the queue which end on node U and have the same cost of t = 1 and
t = 2. Thus, both A and U would be set as predecessors of U for times t = 1 and t = 2.
<W,C,U> is not expanded further as it does not have any unclosed neighbors. At line
19, the algorithm deletes both <W,C,U> and <W,A,U> from the queue.
In the fourth iteration of the while loop on line 7, the algorithm would select the
path <W,A,V> as pfmin and node V would be closed for time t = 1. Forecast-epochpoint would return t = 3 as <W,A,V> ceased to exist at t = 3 (see Figure 5.11). This
intersection point is stored in the path intersection table. Now, there are no other two
paths ending on V for times t = 1 and t = 2. Thus, only A is set as a predecessor of V
for times t = 1 and t = 2. <W,A,V> is not expanded further as it does not have any
unclosed neighbors. At line 19, the algorithm deletes both <W,C,V> and <W,A,V>
from the queue.
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Figure 5.11: EBETS Execution trace: Start of Step 4

Figure 5.12: EBETS Execution trace: Start of Step 5
For the fifth iteration of the while loop on line 7, the priority queue would be empty.
This is the termination condition of the while-loop on line 7. After the the termination
of this loop, the next cur-time is determined by selecting the earliest of the tmin s stored
in the path intersection table. This happens to be t = 3 for this example (see Figure
5.12). Thus effectively, the algorithm has now determined a sub-interval SPtree with
source W valid for times t = 1 and t = 2. Note that we did not compute the shortest
path tree for t = 2 separately. The above process of computing a sub-interval SPtree
will now repeat for t = 3. Before proceeding to the next iteration of the while-loop
on line 4, the algorithm re-initializes the predecessor table for times t = 3 and greater.
After that partial dependencies of all the nodes in this sub-interval SPtree are computed
for times t = 1 and t = 2 using Equation 5.3.
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5.4

Analytical Evaluation

The EBETS algorithm divides a given interval (over which shortest path trees have to
be determined) into a set of disjoint sub-intervals. Within these intervals, the tree does
not change. The correctness of EBETS algorithm requires that the set of predecessors
determined for any particular node (lines 12-18 of Algorithm 3) be comprehensive.
On the other hand, the completeness of the algorithm guarantees that none of the
epoch-points are missed. Lemma 8 and Corollary 3 are used to show that the set of
predecessors determined by EBETS is comprehensive, i.e., the algorithm records all the
potential predecessors of a node while building an sub-interval SPtree. On the other
hand, Lemma 7 shows that the EBETS algorithm does not miss any epoch-point. These
lemmas are used to prove the correctness and completeness of the EBETS algorithm.
Lemma 7. The EBETS algorithm re-computes the shortest path tree (for any particular
node s ∈ V ) for all those times ti ∈ λ, where the tree for previous time ti−1 can be
different from that of ti .
Proof. The shortest path tree of a node s ∈ V is considered to have changed if the
shortest path to any node t (from s) in the tree is different across times ti and ti−1 or
there is node w outside of tree which is now reachable. For the sake of brevity, we only
give the proof for case when the shortest path to a single node t in the tree has changed.
This can be easily generalized for case of w and the whole tree.
Consider the network shown in Figure 5.13(a) where a shortest path tree of the node
s is to be determined for each time instant in λ = [1, 2 . . . T ]. In this proof we focus on the
shortest path to node d instead of the whole tree. First, the source node is expanded
for the time instant t = 1. As a result, path functions for all the neighbors <s,u>,
<s,x1 >, <s,x2 >, . . . <s,xi > are added to the priority queue. Without loss of generality,
assume that the path <s,u> is chosen in the next iteration of the innermost loop. Also
assume that the earliest intersection point between <s,u> and the path functions in the
priority queue is at t = α (between <s,u> and <s,x1 >). After expanding <s,u> the
queue would contain paths <s,u,d>, <s,x1 >, . . ., <s,xi >. Here we can have two cases.
First, path <s,u,d> has lower cost for time t = 1. Second, path <s,x1 > has lower cost
for time t = 1.
Consider the first case, again without loss of generality assume that the earliest
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intersection point between the path functions <s,u,d> and <s,x1 > is at t = β. Note
that both t = α and t = β denote the times at the source node. Now, β ≤ α (note
that β cannot be greater than α as all the edges have positive weights). In such a
case the shortest path is recomputed for time t = β and the path <s,u,d> is closed for
all times 1 ≤ t < β. Assume for the sake of argument, that there is a shortest path
Px =< s, x2 , . . . , d > from s to d that is different from path <s,u,d> and is optimal for
a time tx ∈ [1, β). This means that path < s, x2 > should have had least cost for time
t = tx . In other words, the earliest intersection point between functions in the priority
queue and < s, u, d > should have been at t = tx rather than at t = β (a contradiction).
Moreover, as all the edge costs are positive, if sub path <s,x2 > was not shorter than
<s,u,d> for times t ∈ [1, β). Any positive weight addition to the path-function (through
other edges) cannot make Px shorter than <s,u,d> for t ∈ [1, β)
Now we consider the second case when <s,x1 > had lower cost for time t = 1. Now,
path <s,x1 > would be expanded and path function <s,x1 ,d> would be added to priority
queue. A similar argument as above can be given for this case as well.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.13: Sample network for Lemma 7 and Lemma 8
Corollary 2. The EBETS algorithm correctly computes the shortest path tree (for any
particular node s ∈ V ) for any particular time instant t ∈ λ.
Lemma 8. The set of predecessors determined for a node v for a time t ∈ λ is complete.

Proof. Let P (v) = Pu1 (v), Pu2 (v), Pu2 (v), . . . , Puk (v) denote the set of paths currently
in the priority queue whose tail node is v. Here, Pui , where i ∈ [1, k], denotes the path
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whose second-to-last node is ui (and last node being v) and cost(Pui (v)) denotes the
cost of path Pui (v) for time t = α. Without loss of generality assume that the node v is
being closed for time t = α (see Figure 5.13(b)) through the path Pu1 , i.e., Pu1 is found
to be a shortest path for node v. Now, the EBETS algorithm assigns a node ux as a
predecessor of node v based on the following cases;
Case 1: ux is the second-to-last node in the shortest path found, i.e., ux = u1 .
Case 2: ux ∈ U , where U = {ui |cost(Pui (v)) = cost(Pu1 (v))&i 6= 1}.
In order to prove the lemma, we show that the above two cases are correct and
complete. We first show the correctness followed by completeness. Using Corollary 2
we know that when a node v is closed by the EBETS algorithm for any particular time
t, it has correctly determined the shortest path for v. Therefore, the node preceding
v in this path is clearly a predecessor of time t. This proves the correctness of Case
1. Correctness of Case 2 can be also guaranteed in similar fashion as we include the
second-to-last nodes of only those paths whose cost is same as that of the shortest path
found by EBETS.
In order to show the completeness, we need to prove that there cannot be any
other path Q, not currently in the priority queue, with cost(Q) = cost(Pu1 ). For sake
of argument assume that there exists a path Q =< s, . . . , x, v >, not currently in
T DP Q, and x is valid predecessor of v for time t = α. By definition the distance
of x from s should be less than that of v (as we have only positive weights). This
means that node x should be closed before v. Now, whenever a node is closed by the
algorithm, path functions corresponding to its neighbors are added to the priority queue.
This contradicts our original assumption that path Q was not present in the priority
queue.
Corollary 3. The set of predecessors determined for a node v for all times t ∈ λ is
complete.
Proof. Using Lemma 7, we know that EBETS does not miss any epoch point. Now,
during the time interval between two consecutive epoch-points, Lemma 8 can be used
to conclude that the predecessors are correctly determined for all time time instants
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within the interval. Using these two arguments we can conclude that EBETS correctly
determines the predecessors of a node v for all times t ∈ λ.
Theorem 4. EBETS algorithm is correct and complete.
Proof. For any particular node v, there can be several sub-interval SPtrees, SP Tv =
{SP Tv1 , SP Tv2 , . . . , SP Tvk }, over the λ, where each SP Tvi is associated with a set of
S
time instants ωvi and ∀i∈|SP Tv | ωvi = λ. The correctness of the algorithm is shown by
Lemma 8 and Corollary 3. The completeness proof is presented in three parts. First,

using Lemma 7 we can conclude that the EBETS algorithm does not miss any epoch
point. Secondly, the loop on line 4 of the algorithm ensures that all time instants in λ
are considered. Finally, the outer most loop on line 1 ensures that all the nodes v ∈ V
are processed. This proves the completeness of the algorithm.

Discussion: The EBETS algorithm would perform less computation than a naive
approach which determines the shortest path tree of a node for each time in the user
specified time interval λ. However, this happens only when the ratio of the number
of epoch-points to that of time instants in λ is low. This ratio can be denoted as the
change probability shown by Equation 5.4.
change probability =

#epoch points
#time instants in λ

(5.4)

When the change probability is nearly 1, there would be a different shortest path
tree (of a node) for each time in the interval λ. In this worst case scenario, the EBETS
approach would also have to recompute the shortest path tree for each time.

5.5

Experimental Evaluation

The overall goal of experimental evaluation was to characterize the performance of
epoch-point based betweenness centrality algorithms. To this end, the performance of
EBETS algorithm was compared against a baseline algorithm which involved computing the shortest path tree for each time in the given time interval of interest (input
parameter λ). For comparison, both algorithms computed the temporal extension of
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Figure 5.14: Effect of length of time interval (|λ|).
betweenness centrality given in Equation 5.1 and followed the temporal shortest path
definition given in Definition 3. Both EBETS and the baseline algorithms were implemented in C++ language. The experiments were carried out on a real dataset containing
email communications spread over 83 days in early 2004 from a large European university. This dataset recorded about 161227 email communications among approximately
2000 individuals. Events in this dataset (email communications) were recorded in the
following format: <A,B,t>, where A and B are two individuals in the University and t
denotes the time-stamp (in minutes) of the interaction. Experiments were carried out
on a Linux workstation with Intel Xeon Processor and 8GB RAM.
The first step of the experimental evaluation involved creating a time aggregated
graph out of the social event data. Since the dataset contained emails communications,
these translated into directed edges in the time aggregated graph. Then, a set of different queries (each with a different set of parameters) was run on the EBETS and the
baseline algorithm. The following parameters were varied in the experiments: (a) |λ|:
Length of the time interval over which the centrality metric was computed, (b) Network
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size, and (a) Maximum wait allowed. In each of the experiments the total execution
time of both the algorithms was recorded.
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Figure 5.15: Effect of Network size.
Effect of Length of time interval (|λ|): This experiment evaluated the effect of
length of time interval (λ) on the candidate algorithms. The results, shown in Figure
5.14, indicate that execution time of both the algorithms increased linearly with increase
in |λ|. However, for any particular value of |λ| and maximum allowed wait, EBETS was
faster than the baseline by an order of magnitude.
Effect of Network size: We tested the algorithms on three different size networks. To
create the networks, we removed some nodes and their edges from our original dataset
(referred to as Dataset3) to created two smaller datasets called Dataset1 and Dataset2.
Dataset1 had 1095 nodes and 18000 edges, whereas Dataset2 had 1300 nodes and 21000
edges. In both the smaller datasets the length of the time series was approximately
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100,000. The algorithms were tested on all the three datasets. We also varied the maximum wait allowed and length of lambda. Figure 5.15 shows the effect of the Network
size on the performance of the algorithms. As can be seen the execution of time of both
the algorithms increased with the increase in network size, but EBETS still outperforms
the baseline.
Effect of Maximum Wait allowed: We also tested the effect of increasing the maximum wait allowed parameter on the candidate algorithms. As shown in Figure 5.16,
run-time for both the algorithms increased with a longer waits. However, run-time of
EBETS increased at a slower rate than that of baseline algorithm. Moreover, for any
particular value of maximum allowed wait parameter, the EBETS algorithm was faster
than the baseline algorithm by several orders of magnitude.
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Figure 5.16: Effect Maximum Wait allowed for |λ| = {2000, 3000, 7000}.
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5.6

Temporal Betweenness Centrality vs Traditional Betweennness Centrality

In this section, we present an empirical comparison of temporal betweenness centrality
(Equation 5.1) based on temporal shortest paths (Definition 3) against the traditional
betweenness centrality computed on aggregated snapshots. The data we use in this
study is a set of email communications spread over eighty three days in early 2004 from a
large European university. The dataset has been used in several previous studies [76–79],
with a focus on both the prevalence of dynamic triads [76] and on characterizing the inter event dynamics of users (i.e. the time between two consecutive email sends) [77–79].
Though we will utilize findings from these works extensively, it is important to note
that this dataset does contain several nodes which appear to be mail servers as well as
several people who do not communicate often enough (as also noted in [76–78]). We
choose to remove such nodes from the study.
How does temporal betweenness centrality compare with the traditional betweenness centrality calculated on aggregated panels?
[76] notes, when studying the data utilized in this case study, that “temporal
dynamics create coherent space-time structures that...will in general be very different
from the fixed ones that appear in the static network”. However, [76] is in this quote
referring to the network created by aggregating all the events into a single panel, i.e., the
network comprised of all eighty three days of interaction data. In contrast, our interest
here is in comparing the results of temporal betweenness centrality (based on temporal
shortest paths) to the traditional betweenness centrality computed over panels obtained
by aggregating over shorter time intervals.
One disadvantage to our approach is that, while it is straightforward to determine
which agent is the most central at any given time instant (a minute, in this case study),
it is not immediately obvious how one should determine which agent is the most central
over an entire time interval. This is because at each time instant, all agents may be
on some number of temporal shortest paths, and thus have some non-zero betweenness
centrality score. Therefore, if we wish to determine which agent was the most central
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on a given day, we must somehow aggregate over all temporal betweenness values, for
all agents, for each minute in that day. Though our approach was not geared towards
such an cumulative notion of centrality, a quantitative comparison between our method
and the aggregated panel is necessary and thus some calculation of the ranks of different
agents for betweenness over a given aggregation must be computed.
The manner in which we choose to do this is used for its simplicity and explainability,
though others no doubt exist which may be more powerful along one or both of these
dimensions. In order to determine which agent is most central over a given period
of interval, we first determine the most central agent (i.e. the one with the highest
temporal betweenness score) at each time instant (minute), and then aggregate over
the desired time period (e.g. a day) to produce a count, for each agent, of the number
of time instants he/she was most central for. The rank of a node (e.g. most central,
second most central, etc.) for the given time interval is then determined by his or her
rank in this list of counts.
Before we can compare to some betweenness metric on aggregated panels of the
network, we must also determine what representation of the network each panel will
have. [80] considers different meanings of an edge in an email network, including removing mass emails to get a more social view of the network. Here, because we consider
betweenness as an information flow metric, we choose to keep mass emails in the data.
On a different note, [77] sees that most users receive more emails than they send, suggesting further that, of course, agents thus receive far more emails than they respond
to. This finding suggests email communication may be particularly susceptible to differences in directed versus undirected measures of betweenness, and hence we use a
directed approach in order to compare best with our algorithm.
Having operationalized the notion of an agent being “most central” over any given
time interval across both methods, we now may compare the results of our metric with
the traditional betweenness centrality on aggregated panel. We compare across five
different levels of aggregation: one hour, two hours, ten hours, one day and three days.
In full, the process for comparing the metric at a single level of aggregation (e.g. a day)
can be described in three steps. We first aggregate the interaction data into panels and
then compute the traditional weighted, directed betweenness centrality [81,82] for agents
in each using the igraph package in R [83]. Note of this step, the traditional betweenness
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centrality would ignore the the temporal order of interactions on the edges. We then use
the method described in Section 5.3 to compute the centrality of each agent within the
time-aggregated graph representation of each of the panels for the temporal betweenness
centrality metric (we consider the temporal order here). Finally, we utilize one of three
comparison metrics, first introduced by [84] and later used by [85], to compare agreement
between the two approaches for each set of aggregated interactions.
The three comparison metrics we use are “Top 1”, “Top 3” and “Top 10%” (the
original names provided by [84]. “Top 1” refers to the percentage of panels over which
the most central node is the same across both techniques. “Top 3” refers to the percentage of panels that the top node using the traditional approach on aggregated panel
is one of the top three nodes utilizing our metric. “Top 10%” refers, similarly, to the
percentage of panels in which the top node in the traditional approach on aggregated
panel approach is one of those in the top ten percent using our metric. We choose these
metrics over other similar metrics [86] because they are straightforward to understand
while still providing depth for intuition. In collecting results, we only consider as input
those panels where at least one node was central using both approaches and where there
were no ties as to the most central node in the aggregated panel network. It is also
important to note that at lower maximum allowed wait values and aggregations, because often less than 30 nodes have some non-zero centrality value, our results suggest
the counter-intuitive finding that in some cases, “Top 3” shows a higher percentage of
agreement across the two algorithms than “Top 10%”. Also, because larger aggregation
levels naturally have fewer data points, the reader will notice that confidence intervals
surrounding the point estimates for these metrics naturally increase with aggregation.
Figure 5.17 shows the results for each of the three comparison metrics, where points
represent the point estimate and error bars give the 95% confidence intervals using
Wilson’s formula [87]. The figure plots of the percentage of aggregation sets (on Y
axis) where the most central agent according to traditional betweenness centrality is in
the top one (top set of plots), top three (middle set) or top 10% (bottom set) of most
central agents using temporal betweenness centrality. The values on the X-axis represent
different maximum allowed wait values our algorithm was run with, while the values
in the grey bars above each graph represent the level of aggregation, in minutes, over
which the interactions were split. In considering the “Top 1” and “Top 3” metrics (the
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Figure 5.17: Traditional betweenness centrality vs Temporal betweenness centrality.
top two plots), we see that although there is reasonably high variance across individual
combinations of maximum allowed wait and aggregation level, there are several general
patterns. First, agreement between the two methods is slightly higher at lower levels of
aggregation. This finding is not particularly surprising; at lower levels of aggregation,
there are fewer emails and less time to be aggregated over; resulting in fewer invalid
temporal paths and fewer unrealistic durations for which information is held at a given
node. However, at these levels, we do see that higher maximum allowed wait values have
much lower levels of agreement. This, also, has a fairly obvious explanation in that these
values consider data far outside the boundaries of the aggregation, and thus will likely
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present different pictures of the network. This explanation is further supported by the
fact that this difference appears to slow at higher levels of aggregation.
Figure 5.17 thus suggests following conclusions. First, the agreement between the
two metrics on the most central nodes (Top 1 comparison metric) is not more than
60%. Second, there is very high agreement between the two metrics in case of Top
10% over long periods of aggregation. This shows that temporal betweenness centrality
does measure something which does not entirely agree with what is being measured
by the traditional betweenness centrality. In other words, these results do show an
inclination towards the fact time agnostic based techniques may consider paths which
are not feasible for information flow.

5.7

Conclusion

Temporally-detailed Social network Analytics (TDSNA) has value addition potential
due to its potential to answer time-aware questions about the underlying social system,
e.g., “How is the betweenness centrality of an individual changing over time?” However,
designing scalable algorithms for TDSNA is challenging because of the non-stationary
ranking of shortest path between any two nodes in a TD social network. This nonstationary ranking violates the assumptions of dynamic programming underlying the
common shortest path algorithms such as Dijkstra’s used by current techniques. To this
end, we proposed the concept of epoch-point based approaches which divide the given
time interval–over which observe non-stationarity–into a set of disjoint time intervals
which show stationary ranking. Based on the concept of epoch-points, we developed a
novel algorithm, called EBETS, for computing the temporal extension of betweenness
centrality. EBETS saves computation over the baseline algorithm which re-computes
the solution for every time instant. Experimental evaluation showed that EBETS out
performs the baseline algorithm. In future, we plan to extend our concept of epoch-based
algorithms to adapt floyd warshall’s algorithm for all-pair shortest paths. This would
be useful in developing more scalable algorithms for temporal extensions of closeness
centrality. We also plan to extend our approach to centrality metrics in multiplex
networks and networks where interaction among a group of people are recorded through
hyperedges.

Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future
Directions
This chapter presents a summary of results obtained in this thesis followed by a brief
discussion on potential future directions.

6.1

Summary of results

Big Temporally-Detailed Graph (Big-TDG) data is an emerging trend. Sample BigTDG data such as temporally-detailed (TD) roadmaps have value-adding potential is
societal use-cases such as eco-routing. Likewise, TD social networks could help in answering time-aware questions on the underlying social system (e.g, “How is the betweenness centrality of an individual changing over time?”). However, both TD roadmaps
and TD social networks pose challenges to the state of the art in computer science.
TD roadmaps capture several properties of n-ary relations which cannot be completely
decomposed into properties of binary relations without losing its semantic value. This
challenge was formulated as follows:
• Given emerging diverse spatio temporal network (STN) datasets, e.g., GPS tracks,
temporally detailed roadmaps and traffic signal data, the aim was to develop a
data-model which achieves a seamless integration of these datasets for routing
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related use-cases (queries) and supports efficient algorithms. This problem is important for travel itinerary comparison and navigation applications. However, this
was challenging due to the conflicting requirements of expressive power and computational efficiency as well as the need to support ever more diverse STN datasets,
which now record non-decomposable properties of n-ary relations. Examples include travel-time and fuel-use during a journey on a route with a sequence of
coordinated traffic signals and turn delays. Current data models for STN datasets
are limited to representing properties only of binary relations, e.g., distance on
individual road segments. In contrast, Chapter 2 proposed a novel data-model,
called Lagrangian Xgraphs, which can express properties of both binary and n-ary
relations. Initial study shows that Lagrangian Xgraphs are more convenient for
representing diverse STN datasets and comparing candidate travel itineraries.
Both TD roadmaps and TD social networks show non-stationary ranking of alternate
candidate paths across different time points. In other words, the shortest path between
any two nodes in a TD roadmap or a TD social network changes with time. In a TD
roadmap this variation is due to changing traffic congestion across rush and non-rush
hours; in a TD social network it is caused due to variation in activity levels of individuals.
This non-stationary ranking of alternate candidate paths violates the assumptions of
dynamic programming shortest path algorithms such as Dijkstra’s algorithm. This
challenge was formulated through the following:
• Given a spatio-temporal network, a source, a destination, and a desired departure
time interval, the All-departure-time Lagrangian Shortest Paths (ALSP) problem determines a set which includes the shortest path for every departure time
in the given interval. ALSP is important for critical societal applications such
as eco-routing. However, ALSP is computationally challenging due to the nonstationary ranking of the candidate paths across distinct departure-times. Current
related work for reducing redundant computation across consecutive departuretimes sharing a common solution exploits only partial information e.g., the earliest
feasible arrival time of a path. In contrast, our approach uses all available information, e.g., the entire time series of arrival times for all departure-times. This allows
elimination of all knowable redundant computation based on complete information
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available at hand. This idea was operationalized through the concept of criticaltime-points (CTP), i.e., departure-times before which ranking among candidate
paths cannot change. Chapter 3 proposed a CTP based forward search strategy, and Chapter 4 proposed a CTP based temporal bi-directional search for the
ALSP problem via a novel impromptu rendezvous termination condition. Theoretical and experimental analysis showed that the proposed approach outperforms
the related work approaches particularly when there are few critical-time-points.
• The increasing proliferation of mobile and online social networking platforms has
given us unprecedented opportunity to observe and study social interactions at
a fine temporal scale. A collection of all such social interactions among a group
of individuals (or agents) observed over an interval of time is referred to as a
temporally-detailed (TD) social network. TD social networks open up the opportunity to explore temporally-detailed questions on the underlying social system,
e.g., “How is the betweenness centrality of an individual changing with time?”
To this end, related work has proposed temporal extensions of centrality metrics
(e.g., betweenness and closeness). However, scalable computation of these metrics
for long time-intervals is challenging. This is due to the non-stationary ranking
of shortest paths (the underlying structure of betweenness and closeness) between
a pair of nodes which violates the assumptions of classical dynamic programming based techniques. To this end, Chapter 5 proposed a novel computational
paradigm called epoch-point based techniques for addressing the non-stationarity
challenge in a TD social network. Using the concept of epoch-points, this chapter
proposed a novel algorithm for computing shortest path based centrality metric
such as betweenness on a TD social network. Correctness and completeness of
the proposed algorithm were established. Experimental analysis showed that the
proposed algorithm outperforms the alternative by a wide margin.

6.2

Potential future research directions

Table 6.1 lists the current literature for shortest path and betweenness centrality algorithms in the area of temporal-detailed graphs (second column), contributions made by
this thesis (third column) and a few potential future directions (last column) which are
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Current Literature

Conceptual

Time aggregated
graphs [9--14] and Time
expanded graphs [13, 15]
Frame of reference:
Eulerian

Thesis Contributions

Lagrangian Xgraphs
Frame of reference:
Lagrangian

Data-models
for engine
measurements.
Logical model
for querying
Big-TDG data

Logical

Physical

Future
Reserach
Directions

Algorithms for single
start time Shortest
path [15--28] on a TD
roadmap
Algorithms for a
single time-point
betweenness centrality
[13, 14, 29, 30]) on a TD
social network

Algorithms for all
start-time shortest
paths on a TD roadmap
Betweenness centrality
over a time-interval in
a TD social network

Generalize
CTP based
approaches
to other DP
problems

Table 6.1: Potential future directions of this thesis.
briefly described next.
Conceptual models for vehicular engine measurements: Sensors on vehicular engines
are making it possible to collect data on their performance as they move through a
real-world transportation network. These datasets consist of a sequence of space-time
locations on a route (via map-matched GPS points) annotated with multiple engine
sub-system measurements like engine speed in revolutions per minute, fueling rate, vehicle speed, throttle position, intake air temperature, etc [88]. As a first step towards
developing algorithms for analytics on this data, we need to construct a conceptual
representation model of this data which expresses the required features (e.g. engine
science concepts) upfront for engine related use-case queries. The goal here would be to
explore the trade-off between representational convenience (e.g. brevity) and computational scalability in defining a data-model. One could investigate research questions
like: How many physical dimensions (e.g. geographic locations, speed, and acceleration)
should be modeled explicitly in the model? Should we allow the edge properties to be
discrete-value or a continuous function? etc.
Logical model for querying on Big-TDG data: The goal would be to design a minimal
set of datatypes and operations to concisely represent common Big-TDG data queries
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and support traversal of the graph. This task is challenging due to the conflicting
goals of concise representation and support for computationally efficient algorithms.
Table 2.1 in Chapter 2 presented a set of preliminary operations, but several research
questions remain unanswered. For instance, is the set of proposed Lagrangian Xgraph
data-types and operations (Table 2.1 in Chapter 2) closed, i.e., can operation results be
represented within the set? Is this set expressive enough to represent spatio-temporal
routing queries about a traveler’s experience relevant to eco-routing? Does it facilitate
in design of computationally efficient algorithms? How should the set be refined to
address the conflicting needs of expressive power and support for efficient algorithms?
Generalize critical-time-points to a broader set of DP problems: Critical-time-points
(CTPs) could be investigated for their generalizability in a larger set of computational
problems. For illustration, consider the All-pair All start-time Lagrangian Shortest path
Problem (AALSP). Given a temporally-detailed roadmap and a departure-time interval,
the AALSP problem determines a route collection which includes the shortest path,
for every departure-time in the given interval, for every possible (start, destination)
pair. CTP may adapt the traditional All-pair Shortest Path (ASP) algorithms (e.g.,
Floyd Warshall’s, Johnson’s) to reduce redundant computation across departure-times
sharing a common solution. However, this task is much harder than adapting Dijkstra’s
algorithm for ALSP, since we do not know the departure-times for the sub-paths being
combined in the recurrence step. This issue invalidates even a naive approach of invoking
the ASP algorithm for all distinct departure-times. The applicability of CTP based
approaches could be further investigated for other dynamic programming use-cases such
as maximum likelihood decoding techniques (e.g. Viterbi algorithm) for hidden Markov
models, optimal policy determination techniques for Markov decision processes (e.g.
Value iteration algorithm for finite horizon problems), and Selinger’s algorithm for query
optimization and other discrete-time optimization problems.
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Appendix A

Appendix
A.1

Illustration of different algorithms on the UniversityAirport ALSP instance

This section provides a detailed trace of the related work and our proposed critical time
point approaches on our previous University-Airport ALSP instance for the 8 departure
times listed in Figure 4.1 of Chapter 4 (replicated as Figure A.1 in this Chapter).
Specifically, we provide details on the number of re-computations performed by the
related and our proposed work on this ALSP instance.
Preferred
Route

ID

Departure
Time

1

7:30am

via Hiawatha

2

7:45am

via Hiawatha

3

8:00am

via Hiawatha

4

8:15am

via Hiawatha

5

8:30am

via Hiawatha

6

8:45am

via I35W

7

9:00am

via I35W

8

9:15am

via I35W

36th St
I-35W

Hiawatha
Ave

Figure A.1: Preferred routes between the University and the Airport [2].
Figure A.2 illustrates the UMN-MSP airport ALSP problem instance (Figure A.1)
using a simplified graph to represent the underlying road network (Figure A.2(a)). The
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nodes A, D, H and, I in the Figure represent University, Airport and, an intermediate
transit node on Hiawatha and I-35 route. The Hiawatha Ave. route to the airport is
represented by the pair of edges (A,H) and (H,D), and the I-35 route is represented by
the pair (A-I) and (I,D). The edge (I,H) in the Figure A.2(a) represents the 36th St.
section of a third route to the airport via I35W-36th St-Hiawatha.

A-- University

A
H

I
D

H--node on
Haiwatha route.
I-- node on I35W
route
D--MSP airport
(I-H) -- 36th St.

(a) Graph representation of
network

(b) Total cost of candidate paths (best in
color)

Figure A.2: Illustration of non-stationary ranking of candidate paths.
Figure A.2(b) represents the total cost of the 3 candidate paths to Airport. Here,
A-H-D, A-I-D and, A-I-H-D represent the Hiawatha, I35W and, the 35W-36th STHiawatha routes respectively. A schedule along these three routes and cost of edge
D-I is given in Figure A.3 for different departure-times

1

. In the Figure, the time

written inside the circle represents the arrival time at that node. For instance, the
Hiawatha route between UMN and airport for a departure time of 7:30am is shown as
A7:30→H7:42→D7:54. This means that a journey starting at UMN (node A) at 7:30
would reach an intermediate node on Hiawatha (node H) at 7:42 and, finally arrive at
airport (node D) by 7:55. The cost of the edge between two consecutive departure-times
is assumed to remain constant. For example, cost of the edge A-H is assumed to remain
13 mins between 7:45am and 8:00am. Thus, a journey departing from A at 7:47am
would arrive at H by 8:00am.
For purpose of comparison, we define and use the work-unit alsp-iteration. An alspiteration is characterized by enumerating and pruning of candidate paths starting from
1

Due to space constraints we illustrate the cost only those routes which are most relevant to the
algorithms
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Shortest path changes between 8:30am and 8:45am
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D 9:09

D 8:55

I 9:01

t=8:15am

A 8:15

H 8:28

D 8:40
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I 8:32

D 8:45

A 8:15

I 8:32

H 8:42

D 8:54

D 8:40

I 8:46

t=8:00am

A 8:00

H 8:13

D 8:25

A 8:00

I 8:17

D 8:30

A 8:00

I 8:17

H 8:27

D 8:39

D 8:25

I 8:31

t=7:45am

A 7:45

H 7:58

D 8:10

A 7:45

I 8:02

D 8:15

A 7:45

I 8:02

H 8:12

D 8:24

D 8:10

I 8:16

A 7:30

H 7:42

D 7:54

A 7:30

I 7:47

D 8:00

A 7:30

I 7:47

H 7:56

D 8:08

D 7:54

I 8:00

t=7:30am

Arrival time via Hiawatha Ave

Arrival time via I35W

Figure A.3: Schedule on candidate paths for different departure times
the source node (for a particular departure-time) or from both source and destination (in
case of BD-CTAS) until a termination condition is met. In each alsp-iteration nodes are
closed for either one (naive approach) or multiple time instants ( [3] and our approach)
to reduce redundant re-computation across departure times sharing a common solution.
Clearly, if more nodes are closed in a single alsp-iteration, fewer would be the number
of re-computations. Figure A.4(a) illustrates the nodes closed by a naive approach
which re-computes shortest path for each departure time. Here, each row represents
nodes with their corresponding optimal distance labels for a particular departure-time.
A solution to our University-Airport ALSP instance would require all of these to be
computed by the naive algorithm. As the Figure shows, in any particular alsp-iteration
the naive approach can only compute labels of nodes belonging to a single row. Thus,
it would take 8 re-computations for the entire University-Airport ALSP instance. We
use this as a baseline for comparing partial information based approaches (e.g. Discrete
version of 2S-LTT in [3]) and our complete information based approaches (CTAS and
BD-CTAS) proposed in this paper.
Figure A.4(b) illustrates the labels computed by 2S-LTT [3] in different alsp-iterations.
As as can be seen, 2S-LTT uses only partial information to close nodes and thus requires
a more number (6) of re-computations (as shown in Figure 4.2(b) in Chapter 4). For
instance, in the first alsp-iteration (departure-time: 7:30am) time series of arrival times
at node H, [7:42 8:00 . . .] is compared against 7:56 (arrival along A-I-H for a departure
of 7:30am). Consequently, label of node H is computed only for 7:42am.
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ALSP Iteration 1

(a) Nodes closed (shaded) by Naive approach (b) Nodes closed (shaded) by Discrete 2S-LTT
approach

Figure A.4: Illustration of Naive approach and 2S-LTT [3]
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Figure A.5: Illustration of CTAS and BD-CTAS on UMN-MSP ALSP instance
In contrast, the proposed critical time point based approaches (CTAS and BDCTAS) use complete information available at hand to compute labels. Figure A.5(a)
illustrates the labels computed by CTAS algorithm in different alsp-iterations. The
Figure highlights the benefit of using complete information, as CTAS performed only 3
re-computations. Our temporal bi-directional approach, BD-CTAS performs even fewer
re-computations (only 2 as shown in Figure A.5(b)) as it avoids irrelevant CTPs. The
iteration 3 of CTAS (Figure A.5(a)) was due to a irrelevant CTP created by intersection
of path functions of A-H and A-I-H. Here, though the optimal path to node H changes
(from A-H to A-I-H) at 9:15am, it does not effect the optimal path to destination which
is A-I-D.
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Figure A.6: Execution trace of CTAS algorithm on ST network shown in Figure 4.5(a).

A.2

Execution trace of CTAS algorithm

An execution trace of the CTAS algorithm on sample ST network shown in Figure
4.5(a) (Section 4.1 in Chapter 4) is given in Figure A.6. The Figure shows that CTAS
algorithm forecasts a irrelevant CTP at t = 1, which was avoided by the bi-directional
approach as shown in Figure 4.10 (Section 4.3 in Chapter 4.

